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Wisconsin Center for Education Research
MISSION STATEMENT

The mission of the Wiscon;in Research and.bevelopment Center
is to understand, and to help educators deal with, diversity
among students. The Center pursues 'its mission by conducting
and synthesizing researchjdeveloping strategies and materials,
and disseminating knowledge bearing upon the education of
individuals and diverse groups of students in elementary and
secondary schools., Specifically; the Center investigates

"""

diversity as a basic face of human natfire, through
studies of learning and development

diversity as a central challenge for educational
techniques, through studies of classroom
processes

diversity as a key issue in relations betweep

individuals and institutions, through studies of ,

school processes

diversity as a fundamental question in American .

sociaal thought, through studies of social policy'
J'related to education

The Wisconsin Research and Development Ceilter is a noniistruc-
tional departmenf of the Unfkersity of Wiscons,p-Madison
School of'Education. The Center` is supported primarily with
funds from thd National Institute of Education.
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Abstract

(
Gloss, is a technique that involves the use of marginal notes and

other intratext notations to direct reader's-attention while the)/ read.

Instead of relying on traditional adjunct aids like questions and

advance organizers, gloss attempts to direct the reader's active

attention to places in the texf where the application of specific

skills and strategies would aid comprehension. Gloss notations focus

on both the process (skills and strategies) of reading content area

texts and/or the content (facts, concepts).of texts. Guidelines for

writing gloss are given along with examples of gloss motations'for

a variety of texts.

vii
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Introduction

The procedures described in this paper are designed to help students

both to develop and to'aiply effective behaviors for understanding exposi-

tory text. Our developmental efforts h'ave been motivated by our confi-

dence that comprehension skills can be taught and our cOncerp,that students

need belpmling the transition from learning skills to applying them.when

A

they read content-area materials. We identified specific comprehension .

skills as we developed the comprehension element of the Wisconsin Design

for Reading Skill'Development and we are satisfied thatafter a period

of skill-,centered instruction students can pass crl'eerion-referenced tests,

as a demonstration of their "masteryt= of specific skills. Yet we have

observed that teacherg who use such a skill-centered approach intheir

teaching seldom offer explicit instruction or directed practice on how

to apply the skips in reading tasks outside of formal instruction. At the

same time, we have learned from our interviews with teachers that they
(

worry about'their students' ability to apply specific comprehension skills

when they read content-area texts (Kamm and White, 1979). We have also

learned, from a survey of postelementary teachers in several. content areas

that a majority of them expect their students to need help with at Iciest

nine.speWic comprehension skills in order Ito learn the subject matter in

their classes (Morrison:1980).

, c

The technique that we are developing employs marginal notes and other .

to

,e)Ztratext notations to direct readers' atte on to places in tbx ,where
.

the application of-specific;behaviors would appropriate. We are using

the terms "glpse'and "glossing".todesignate and describe the procedure- -

terms which have been around at least since medieval times, when theolo-
,
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glans used gloss fo elucidate scriptures. Figure 1 depicts gloss as the

product of,a dual-focued,procesS that operates within certain constraints

and considerations and provides possible instructional excursions. The

figure is explained in detail elsewhere (Otto, White, Camperell, 1980).

Veiy briefly we are suggesting that (a) the behaviors toA directed by

g ss notations may include strategies as well as skills; (b) the gloss

10ma ocus on the content of the text as well as- comprehension processes;

(c) students may need preparatory or additional. instruction (exc.ursions)

in comprehension skills and strategies or in content-area subject matter;

and (d) the form gloss takes depends upon such considerdtions as expected

results, elements of the instructional milieu and characteristics .of both

the reader and the text.

. .

At first, our goal was to use gloss notations to deyelop and then to

encourage the application of the specific comprehension skills we had

identified in our earlier work (e.g., determining the central thought, of

a section of text, or using context clues co figure out the mdaning of

an unfamiliar word). Then, awe examined related research and interviewed
A

students, we became convinced that the comprehension process involved--

besides skillsmore general strategies that efficient readers use to

understand text. According'y, gloss notations that focus on the prckess

of reading content-area texts includes activities designed to develop or

encourage application of general strategies--an example of which is the

practice of self-questioningas well as specific skills.

We alsoacknowledge that gloss notations ought not focus only on

process matters in reading content -area texts. Attention must also be
-
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excursion
(to provide specific skills, strategies)

Expectations

-the'Curriculum
-objectives

-content objectives
-long term

-short term
- process objectives

-assessment

PROCESS
(skills, strategies)

The Reader

-content knowledge.
-process knowledge

The Milieu

-time available

-the technology available
-classroom organizatiom

The Text

-formal analysis (rule directed)
-text-analysis (e.g'., Kintsch)
-concept- ysis cogni-.
tiVe map, structured overview,
outline)

-informal analysis

-skill analysis (e.g., WDRSb)
-strategy analysis (e.g.,
specific list)

p LO

CONTENT -
, (facts, concepts)

Figure

excursion
(t ovide background elaboration)

4
. Foci, constraints and considerations for glossing.

1 0

-11
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.
, given to the content per se. While no reading specialist can claim to be

r

an expert in every content field, Principles of text analysis can be

applied to materials that were written2by experts. If, in preparing gloss,
.?

the important content of expository texts is first identified--by using

such techniques as mapping, outlining, and the more formal text analyses.

of Kintsch (1974,, 1979,in,press), Meyer (1975), and others -the gloss

notations preiumably can promote.the improved understanding of specific

glossed materials even as they develop and encourage application of skills

and strategies. Thib Paper deals mainly with the process focus,of glciss;

some suggestions for content-focused gloss are given in the epilog.

Figure 1 alludes to poSsible "excursions" from the main thrust of

the gloss notations as such to instruction that is related to but,not

,/
directed explicitly to the process or content demands of a given text.'

Excursions are offered in addition to the gloss notations provided for

given texts. While gloss notations are intended (a) with a process focus,

to promote the development and use of skills and strategies, or (b) with a

content-focus, to promote understanding of important content, we expect

that for certain readers an or texts, intensive preparation will be neces-

sary before text-specific gloss can hlve an optimal effect. An example

of a process-related excursion is instruction offered to a reading skill-
.

development group, where a given skill or Strategy is taught intensivdly

and in relative isolation, particularly when that skill or strategy is new

to the student. An example of a content-related excursion is instruction

that is designed to providebasic background information in preparation

for reading a liven selection of text. Such a content excursion may be.
4I

particularly necessary if students require a large amount of basic back-

11
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ground information, Thich, if handled thrpugh gloss.notatiggg, Nould make

5

.
.

them cumberiome and sidggish,'4.- . .,/,'.
.7'N

.
, 44

°The constraints and coniiderations-identified in Figure 1--Expecta-
.

. , --

. stionS, The Milieu,, The Readery and The)Text--are aspects of a .complex.

.
i..... . '

'-

teaching- learning process, which Deserve consi&ration when gloss activi- -.

. ,

> : ')

ties are prepared. For example, the writer of gloss ought to consider

(a) the goals of the overall, curriculum andsfhe stated and unstated obc-

tives of content-area instruction (Expectations); (b) the time available

for instruction and whether individuals or gro)- ups will be using,ace gloss

(The Milieu); (c) the reader's prior khowledge of text - related content

and.his/her knowledge of and ability to apply Speclfic,process-related

_skills and strategies (The' Reader); and (d) important concepts communiiited

by a given text, As identified bysome type of text. analysis (The Text).

The ultimate goal is to help Students not only to acquire but also to.

Internalize and apply thegkills and strategies that enable them to be
a

A
independent readers of the full range of materials they. encounter. In its

t most basic form, gloss'is an attempt to share a mature (expert) reader's
. .

insights into the reading process with- developing (novice) readers. Yet.

i'f gkoss .s:to contribute to the goalof independence, itmust ultimately
j

't
..

7 .
provide in.a systematic way for students' internalization pf those insights

..
. . .

, .,,

' by .the gradual removal - -or fadingTof exterdik direction. Aceordingly, we
,-

,
., .

. .

envision four stsges of gloss: q) danonstration gloss, which is intended
.

.

to
f
create readers' awareness Of approaches to text that help them compre-

, . .
.

hend and to develop their enthusiasm fok working with"glOssed materials;
4 se

..,

(2) development gloss, which will give/readers explanations of hOw to use

.1-

skills and steateg)ies and opportunities to apply them in _reading content-
.

. .
.

t I S
r":

, ..
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area texts; (3) internalization glogS, lki8h will help readeys move toward.. , * ,,. ' 1
.

aleVelof metacognitiOn; 'including their awareness of when to apply the
,

. ,

skills and strategies,they haVt learned and which of them is most appro.:,

priate in a given sittration;'and 4) fading gloss, which will

IP ,c

.,'res0ers to think aboUt ;heir own effortc to understand what they are read-.

simply remind

. i

,'
:4 .ing,tosthinIZ. about the skills and strategies that help them to comprehend,
. .%

.

..,....-and to 'torrec miscues and misconceptions. ' .-/

4
I

I .°Up'to the present, we have worked only with the fiyst (two stage4'of ..lee

...glOss, o the discussion thatlollows is limited to demonstration and
,. .

development.glosa; In the'sectioris that follow, we (a) discuss our //

- .,

. ., rationale for Choosinghoosing particular skills add strategies for developmenteloiment
</

...,

.

.

- ,

, through glossing and (b) give guidelines for designing globs,notations...
...

-, -

' .

) .

n Part II, we give examples pro cess-fodused gloss for a wide variety
, .

. of content-atea,text selectioni, along with explanatory notes.about the. fr. , ,
..._:

exampleg,

Skills

Skills at Strategies-'

41r,
Reeding with, utylerstanding involves an interaction between reader and

' text. In order.for-the interaction to be productive, the reader must bring

certain capabilities to the_reading task. Having done considerable work
,

'in developing an objective -based system for teaching reading Skills (i.e.,

. the Wisconsrin Design for Reading Skill Development, Otto andlAskov, 1974),

we continue to believe that specific skill development is an important part

(Si alp learning -to -read process. We know from our Aservationa in class-
.

-rooMb (Kamm and Whitt, 1975) that some type of skill-development instruc-

tionis part of virtually all'developmental reading programs. In learning-,

e,

t,'
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.4411
to-read situations,,then, students usually receive,some type of skill,

4idstectioh,.and.in'many instances they are required`tO demonstrate compe-

.teacy with reading- learning skills odecriterion-referenced tests and/or

norm-re ferenced ests. Ilefrning-from-text situations, however, merely
,

4
!

"having" askiI1 in one's repertbire is not sufficient; the successful

reader must be able to'litake.appropriate application of tle skills in a

variety of contexts. We have fouti'd that skills
(1.2

suall are not applied

spontaneously. "Application" must be demonstrated and nurtured in content-

area clapsrooms as students use-reading .kills to learn from text.
eP

Robinson, (1978) defines skills, with a content-area classroom perspec-
a

tive, as "individual components that appear to be essential tools for con-

tending withthe viter's message..." (p. 24).' A command of reading-learn-

ing skills and the ability,r6 apply these skills appear/to essential to W

a successful interaction between reader and text. Furthermore, in content-

area classrolles the nature of a specific reading task determines which:

skills peed to be applied. A cluster of skills might, be required for one

'task while one particular skill might he sufficient for another. Instruc-
t

tion in the content areas, then, ought to makeprovisionTor the applica-
-

tion of appropriate Skills in content-reading tasks. Reading skills should
so

bit practiced and applied, in whatever combination is appropriate for a

given task, with the expectation that they will help the reader4deal. with

the main task of getting meaning from the text.

In developing specifications for,glossng content-area texts, then,,

one basic step has been to identify a list of skills that we feel are impor-
41*

tant to reading,content-area texts; This decision to select sOcific skills
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'-"Nr developpent/application is sup;ported,by data from a survey of content-.

1
area teachers (Morrison, 1980) and by the findings from interviews with

students (Whiteand Camperell, 1980). The survey data Show that teachers

(a) attach considerable importance to specific reading-study skills in the
4

effactIle-reading of content-area texts, and (0' believe that students,

even at post-ekementary levels, need specific instruction to develop and

apply such,.Skills. Interviews wttb-students (White and Camperell, 1980)

show that many students do in fact have some knowledge of 5ifferene'types. .

0

of skills and that they do use them in processing text. The suggestion is

that within the context of schooling the teacher is an important aspect of

any reader-text interaction [see Barr (in pregs) for a more complete disc

cussion of a "teacher-reader-text" interaction)*

.Considering together citir experiences with the Wisconsin Design and-

the fin'dings from the Morrfton sue and the White-Camperell interviews,

we selected a list of skills that seem to be bOth teachable and useful for

learning from text. The skills can be clustereQ as foliOws:-

44

it Skills.for getting the meaning from Words

a. word parts

b. context clues

2. Skills for getting the meaning from sentences

a. paraphrase (synthesis)

b. details (analysis)

3. Skills for getting the meaning from selections

1, al,

a. central thought
4 )

b. relationships/conclusions

4. Skills for identifying.sequence

15



)41e -have writt n on instructional,objective for each skill. These",
P * objective statements provide dire4iw and guidance for planning instruc-

A

Lion to assist the Keader,in learniqg.from text and for developing gloss

*Pa

, v

f
9

notations.
mraix'''"

The skill clusteqrs with prescriptive objectives "are as follows:

.Skills for getting the mean ing from words. [The instructional

obj'ectives are adapted front Otto yid. Smith (1980).]

Word pants.

The,learner recognizes thlt an,affix can modify the
meaning of a base word-and/or help identify the
grammatical function of the 6ase word.

wt

4

4:

Thelearner determines the meaning of a compound
wbrd by applying knowledge of component words.

Context clues.

The learner uses exPlp4t context clues (e.g., .

synonym definitions,'quPalent phrases, summary)
to determine the meaning of an unfamiliar word in
context.

The learner Atermines the meaning of an unfamiliar
word in a context thatcOntains implicit clues
(e.g., cause/effett',contrast, example, modifying

,phrase).

The learner iises') licit and implicit context
-clues to determine the,obscure.meaning of a
familiar word in content.,

Skills for getting Alhe meaning from, sentences.

Paraphrase.. 4

The learner restates sentences by rearranging the
order of words in the-sentence and/or by substituting
for one or more words::

The learner restates sentences that contain sub-
ordinate clauses by rearranging gnd/or substituting
for more than a short ph'fase.

.Detail
The learner attends to details of syntactic and
semantic relations within the 'sentence.

a
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Skills for getting the meanipg from selections:
,

Central Thought.

The learner generafes.the central thought of a selection,
that includes,a topic sentence and has both relevant and
irrelevant information. -.

The learner generates the central thought of a selection
thAt includes both relevant and irrelevant information
and tilay/t5vilot include a stated organizer.

Relationships/Conclusions.
The learner identifies relationships that are either
directly or indire&tly stated, in a passage.

The -learner indicate6 whet4er-or 'not a .conclusion
can be made.on the basis.of the stated relation-
ships in the passage.

The learner.draWs concluilons based on either direct
or indirect relationships given. .

Skilltifor.identifying sequence. 2.1

44r The learner detertines wytere*.a:specific event occurs
within theframework of a sties of
events by attending to the explicit /implicit sequen-
tial cAws in a selection.'

Strategies

Specific skills, 9e believe, are alegitimate focus of instruction to /

enhance students' understanding of

ledge the.need for a broader focus

*content-area materials. But we acknow-

. Consideration of, emerging research

and theory (Otto and White, in press) and our experiences with>iidents
* ,

(Camperell, 1980;WhV.te & Camperell, 1980), and teachers (Morrison, 1980)

provides us with ajmsis for giving attention to more general strategies
. .

swell as speciSic skills.

Of the general strategies we have identified, we have selected four
- 1

that are frequently described-4y successfulreaders and that appear to

'have high utility in reading most content-area texts. These strategies are:
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1

'establishing a purpose for reading, relating what is being red to prior

11

knowledge, attending, to text organization and/or imposing organization on
I

both new information.and prior knowledge, and monitoring.one's.own compre-
:-

f ,

b hension. A brief rationale for choosing each of these strategies follows:
. ,..

. We shluld, however, first acknowledge that Our view of strategy developMent
-

. .011

and application derives mainly from'our,own interviews with students

I (Camperell, 1980; Ate Camperell, 1980) and from work in the area of

4.
metacognition. Baker and. Brown (in press) give good reasons for giving

attention to;metacognition:.

'Interestingly; few investianrs in the traditional study
9

skills literature have been primarily concerned with what

the student does during reading to facilitate learning

ft-,m text. For example, Robinson's '(1941) SQ3R technique

kr
instructs the student to engage in survey and question activ-

k' .

ities before reading, and to engage in recitation, reflection,

and review *activities after reading. "ever, what a student
\

does while actually processing the material may be One of the

most important aspects of effective study, and it is this

aspdct that the "metacognitive" research'focusesrupon (in press).

-0e give explicit attention to the Kole bf metacognition in odr'discussioh

%

of comprehension monitoring, which is based directly on'this research4

In that discusbion, we also attempt to depict the interdependence that

4.

.exists betwedn the four strategies.

ipstablishing Purpose. About three-fourths of the respondents to
A

Morrison's (1980) survey of.post-ele ntary teachers thought that the
.

following "skills"--which together IMount ,to a purpose-setting strategy --
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,

were important to reading their subject matter:

1. /The student sets a purpose for readiffg.

2... The student formulates questions relevant to his/her 44.

purpose for reading.'

3. The,student adjusts (reading speed to his/her purpose

for reading. (Sed pp. 47 -49.)

In'addition,about half

12

e respondents thought plat they would need to.

help students learn how to apply these "Skills." Interviews with students
\

--indicate that students, as well as teachers, recognize a need to mead for.

a specific purpose (White & Camperell, 1984).

Tim a more theoretical- empirical Stance, Rothkopf ("n press) Plaims

that establishing purposes for reading (or "learning goals " as he calls:

them) controls the mathemagenic process.of selection (i.e., differentia-
.

tion of(Processing of'a text whidh results in differenies in what is

learned from that text). Appropriate cotftrol of the selective mechanisms

4P
is, according to Rothkopf, necessary for ,earning.

Establishing a
I

self-imposed by the
- .

strategy that is as

Purpose may either be initiated by the teacher or be
4

student. According to RoGinpotn\(f978), the only

r<t,

effective,in improving study-reaAing as having the

teacher establish purposes for reading'is havint students identify their

,own purposes. Robinson goes on to suggest that once a purpose is set,'a

reader can initiate other strategies for comprehending that are consistent

with the ose. This is in line with the aspects'oethe productive pur-
S

k.pose- setting strategy identified by Morrison: (a) onceta purpose has
,

een.,
'

.
'

set by the students of the teacher, (b) the students are in e position to

develop questions releVant to their Purpose, an4 ?'cp then the students

a

,
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can determine and adjust'their reading speed in view of the purpose.

,Eitablishing a purpoSe,s'at important strategy that must be developed

sistematically. A welldefined purpose goes beyond simply "gaining under*

stand'ine to identifying specific goals and reasons for reading. One way

to help students develop their pu4osevsetting strategy is .'to provide gloss

activities which,deal specifically with the three related aspects identi

A <

. fied in the Morrison study. First, loss would be used to set purposes

ofor the students/,(Demonstration Gloss) Amelater/gloss would provide sug

gestions as to'how students can begin to establish their own purpoSet for,
i

.
....

reading (Development Gloss). Then, as students begin to learn how to

identify a purpose, gloSs notations can help et-em develop the skill of

asking questions that they. would hope to answer after reading the te;It'for,

a specifie purpose. (At the demonstration stage, gloss Activities can

provide 'model questions for the etudents;,later',-Ln the development
1

stage the gloss can lead students to generate 'their own ctUes,tions.)

Finally, gloss 'activities can help students learn.how to adjust their read--;

ing rate in line with the purpose for reading. Again, demonstration gloss

could ,we used to suggest an effective. rate, and development gloss, could

lead them toward setting their own rate( in line with the purpose they

identify,

Prior Knowledge. Recent studies related to schema theory provide aa-
rationale for developing a strategy for relating prior knowledge to whae(

is being read. Taken together, the studiegmake.a basic point: what is-r-
.

known affects one's understanding ci? new material. Naus (i'n press) says
3

it this way: ,"Although there is-debate as to how knowledge is rePresented

in pernianent memory, there is strong agreement on the general princ.iple
a
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.
14

that what is already known is of major importance for what can lie-known."

Prominent concepts related to schema theory, such as depth of ,Processing

and reconstructive comprehension, suggest that processing at, the deepest

levels involves tying what is being read or presented to pre=existing

knowledge (Schallert, in press). Kiptsch, too, emphasizes the' importance

ofjprior knowledge in his definition of meaning:

The meaning of a text isthus defined only for A payticular

/comprehensions episode, and depends as much on the a4er's,

I- background and goals as on the characteristics of the text

-itself (in'press).
. :

Results of-interview studies.conducted by Camperell (1980) and White

a

and CamOrell (1980) suggest that students; seektto use their prior knowledge

to gain understanding in at least three ways: (1) by relating the new .

J

information in a passage to ideas they have read in preCeding passages,

-(2) by contrasting the information they are reading to,their prior knowledge

and experience, and (c) by comparing the information they are reading to .

their prior knowledge and experience (Camperell,t1980: p. 107).
.4

Smirnov (1973) also suggests that "using" prior knowledge is an Apor--,

tant strategy:' He talks 4irectly about reldttrig the content of the text

to existing knowledge: "...the greater the.411 edge with which the new
n

is correlated, the more it is connected with, it, and the more recognized

are their connections, the deeper is comprehension" (p. 143). The subjects

.of his interviews said they engage in the following actions when they try
IV.

to understand text:

.1. composing a planr
2. correlating the text with existing knowledge

,3 correlating the content of various partssof the text

2'
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MM.

4. utilizing images

5. translating the content of the text into "one's own

language" (p. 148).

Finally, Smirnay says that. correlating the various patp of a text must

occur all of he time or 'there can beno comprehension of the text as a

One of Smirnov's subjects put it well1 "While reading I often.

stopped in order to emphasize in my mina, what had been read, comparing it
0 , \

with what had'been said earlier about bacteria" (p. 143).
4

Based on our own interviews and Smirnov's work, then, we feel it is

important to consider two proces'es-- correlating text content with existing

knowledge and correlating content of various. parts of the text--in preparing

gloss to help students develop the strategy of..uSing prior knowledge. In

other wordS, gloss notations that are intended to develop the strategy of

,actually using prior knowledge, should help students learn how to relate

what they are reading ,to.(a) what they already know oY to familiar experi-

ences and (b) information they have just read in a'previous paragraph of

passage of the same text. At the demonstration stage, gloss activities can

, involve explanations- as to what information (i.e., information within the

text and within students' experiences) isrvlated in-qat way. Later, in

the stages of development and internalization, gloss activities can provide

opportunities .ford students to learn how to correlate the information they

are reading within the text.

'''Hayes and Tierney (1980) for example, describe the use of analogy (i:e.,

comparing new4information to something .familiar) in'.n instructional pro-

cedure for developing the strategy of relating new information to prior

knowledge. They found that alternative modes of analogy improved eleventh

L.
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and twelfth grade students' leatning from text. Thus, it appears that

16

die use of analdgy,can be developed as one technique'for students to*use

in improving their comprehension of text by relating the rew and the old.'

Additional techniques for correlating information within the-text are dis-

cussed in the next section on organi
.

tional strategies.
--'

Organipzation. At lehst 75% of the respondents to Morrison's survey

indicated that students need to develop thinskill" of attending yo the.

organization of material in order to learn content-area subject. matter.

In addition to attending, however, students must actively organize-new

information as 'they teed; that is,Ithey. must organize what they are r eading

iA relation to what they already knOw. Students must dek7elop strategies

for (1) making use of the organizgtion provided in texts,' and (2) imposing
4

organization on information that has been and is being acquired. The dis-

cussidg5that follows addresses each of.the two strategies for organizing

information.

Regarding the in-text strategy, Herber (1978) identifies two types

of expository text orgadi on: internal and external. He suggests, .

first, that students need to be aware Of internal organizational patterns

of textbooks,--sus cause/effect, comparison/contrast, time order, and4

simple listing patterns (p. 78). Second, Herber says student's should

become familiar with the external organization of a iexi. Thtype of

organization involves format (e.g., formulas and problems characteristic

f math textshr the typographical-style characteristic of poetry or

ti

1
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or drama texts) and physical features (e.g., graphic aids, tables of con-7

,

and headings). Herber says that students should be taught

41 ,.

thow to use both internal patterns and external features as aids o'dealing
. \N f

with the organization oftext to gain Understandirig. Kintsch (in press)

identified six types of aPository text organizations: identification,
110

\\

definition, classification, illustration, comparison and contrast, and

analysis (structural analysis, functional analysis, causal analysis).

He, too, tresses the importance of helping studenxs develop strategies for
e

attend4ng to text organization:

All comprehension is strategy based, and knowledge about
4

text types provides the reader with some powerful compre-

hension strategies. These strategies are particularly

important, because they have to do with the over-all

organization of the text. As with other strategies, it

is possible to do without them, but being able to use

text-specific,organizational strategies can be a great

help to 'the comprehender.:..if you have the background

in the contaRt area, knowing how arguments are struc-

tured and Wha Expect when, can be of considerable

help (in press).

Regarding°a learner-imposed organization strategy, Schallert (in Press)

speaks of "the human propensity to impose organization-upon input."

To successfully apply the strategy of relatiiig information to prior know-,

''rldge, students must learn how to organize the knowledge they gain in

their day-eo-day reading. lu addition; if a text does not provide a con-

sistent easy -to- follow organization, students may have to impose ceganiza-
4,

2^
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tion on the inlormation in order to
jo,

comprehend., Smirno (1973) found in .

his interviews that one process-Used by his. subjects is, the composition

of a plan which involveS'breaking up th material into parts; giquping

thoughts, .and isolating meaningful "points. Smirnov's subjects seenied, to

be imposing some type of organization when they studied a text in order to

improve their comprehension of the information.

To develop an,overallstrategy of attending to organization, gloss,

notations could help students recognize and Make use of (a) different

t&xt formats and external features oftext, such as headings and subhead-.,

ings, that are used in drganizifig information, and (b) types of text

organizations or "text types." Afar reviewing Herber's organizationalA

patterns and Kintsch's text types, and after studying.a variety of exposi-

tdry.texts, we identified six types of organizational scheme's that we

believe may be important in helping students comprehend content-area
t

material: cause-effect, comparison/coritrast, sequential order, simple

listing, definition, and classification. Gloss notations that are intended

to help students develop the strategy of attending to organizational cues

and imposing organization on information could make use of such schemes.

At the demonstration stage gloss notations could both (a) point out the

porganizational'schemes then they are used in a, text, and (b) show students

how such schemes can be used as organizational frameworks for relating

information they are reading to information they have acquired from previous

experiences. At the developmental stage gloss activities could (a) provide

opportunities -for students to identify the organizational schemes in text,

and (b) provide instruction in how to organize one's expinding knowledge

by using theseschemes.
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Comprehension Momttoring. All of the strategies we have discussed

SO farestablishing a purpose, relating prior knowledge, and,both attend- .

ing to anctimposing organization- -are synthesized when the strategy-of

comprehension monitoring is applie. Compreherision monitoring is a

"metacognitive" ativity which, according to Baker and Brown (in 'press),

"entails keeping track of the, success with which one's comprehensiodiS

prodeeding, ensuring that the process continues smoothly, and taking

. %
remedial action if necessary." The- ptocess' canbe quite complex:

Yussen,' Mathews, and Hiebert (in press) put it more simply when'they point

1
out that.comprehension monitoring may entail. having certain "metacognitive

experiences" such as noting.that something is unclear, or recognizing

that one does not understand an argument. Active comprehension monitoring

must, however, involve "acting upon" such metacognitive experiences in

order to improve comprehension. "Acting upon," accordini to Yussen, et al
)

(in press) and Winograd And Johnston (1980), amounts to selecting reading :1

strategies that will be most effective7in fulfilling the needs of the

pat,ticu/ar reading sitdation. "A goacomprehension monitor will select
41-

whatever strategy is most appropriate to the situation at hand" (Baker

and Brown, in press). To monitor comprehension successfully, then,

students must not tnly recognize when they are having problems with under-,

standing, but also (a) be familiar witha variety of stragegiesl such as

the 'ones discussed above, that can be applied to overcome comprehension

problems; (b) be ableAtO select strategies that are appropriate to a par-

ticular situation; and (c) knowhow to apply the strategies to overcome

the specific prOblet. 4

It follows from these requirements that the comprehension monitoring
r
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strategy stands in a special rel ion to each of the three other strate-
.%

-..

gies.we have described. The monitoring strategy is relatId to setting a
.

. . '
t ,

.purpowe in that--as Winograd and Johnston (1980) have pointed oUt--assess-
... -.

ment or control of the subject's purpose for reading 19) a prerequisite to
1 r ,

making gener izations about a reader's ability tp deVtect errors. The0

relationship between cmhprehension monitoring and relating what.-is being

read to prior knowledge'is clarified by Brown's and DeLOacbe's (1978)

metaphor of the novice and the expert. By definition, the expert knows

more and has had more experiences than'the novice. Novices are likely

to fail to select, appropriAre strategies and to check and monitor ongoing

aciivokties because of their Inexperience with a particular$aske This
. ----.. .

_

' failure, however, does not mean that they are incapable of self-regula-
')

.

tion; rather, they should be given assistatwe in learning how to monitor

their understanding. Markman (1981) expands on this metaphor of the

expert and novice in a Way that clarifies the relationship between compre-

hensipn monitoring and attending td-text organization. She shows that as. 1..

dne'gains more expertise, itdowledge not only %ecomes more specific and

N..,

det iled but a more matize4.*The,reader who has systematized ,..

cnowledge is then more likel to recognize orgAization in'will Written.

texts or impose it on poorly written texts.

Gloss notations written to eve the ability'to' monitor comprehen-
.,

da focus on the interdependence a' ng comprehension monitoring

nd the other.strategies we have ide tified. As with the develoy-
4

merit ofthe other.strategies,. compreheils on mo itohng Would also be

developed in stages.

/
In order to 'have Criteria fo'r judging heir success in compre ding,, .

-4

gl=

F
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studenps 'must setts pugilist for reading. On the basis of (a) the'estab-
.

qt;

lished purpose and (b) their ability to answer the questions they have

formulated in line with the purpose (see the discussion of establishing

a purpose-for reading),students should be in a position tv evaluate the

adequacy of their .comprehension. Gloss Rotations would, first, help

studdnts develop the ability tad establish rposes and goals as outlined

earlier. Next, gloss notations would help students (1) become aware of

the need to evaluate their comprehension in terms of'the purpose they set,

and (2) learn techniques for evaluating their-cOmprehension in line with

the purpose. One approach suggested by Baker and Brown (in press) is to

ask questions that are relevant to the established purpose. Baker and

Brown are convinced, Off thlbasis of work bySinger (1978) and by Collins,

Brown and Larkin (1981), that training effective question-asking may be

a first step in the development of monitoring. At the demonstration

stage, then, gloss notations could (1) identify a specific purpose for

reading' the selection, (2) provide answers to the kinds of qu stiona that

lar
might be raised in relation to riven a rpose, and (3,) identify the

specIficaffilts that were brou to bear both in formulating and in

answering the questions. At the develapmental stage, gloss notations would
*

A , direct students to (1) identify ana state their purpose for reading a given,

4

passait (4.generate and answer questions related to their purpose, and
.

(3) determine the; success'in comprehending on the basis of their ability

to answer the questions. Finally, if students have problems in under-

,stranding, they dould be asked to select and then supply appropriate Skills

trategies:in order to overcome comprehension failure.
tit

Prior, experience in performing a particular task and prior knoWledge

4
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about specific content are also important to successful comprehension moni-

toring. The purpose of related gloss notations would be to bring abopt an

awareness of the importance of prior experienCe in evaluating comprehension.

At the demonstration stage,'gloss notations could itustrate the use of

prior knowledge of content and of specific strategies' in different situa-

'tions: At the developmeht and inttrnalization stages, gloss notations'
r

would offer opportunities for students to gain experq.ence in questioning

their understanding and in applying the skills and strategies we have iden-

tified in order to'bdcome "experts." Through practice and experience,

students should gain a better understanding of themselves as compiehenders--

an important aspect of metacognitive knowledge (Flavell, 1981).

.

Organization of knowlige, according to Markman, itproifs comprehen-
. ..IL ,

sion monitoring. R4evant gloss notations could be designed to devei,pp the

strategies of attending to the organization of text and of imposing o'rgan-
...

ization on the information presented in text. As Markman (1981) suggests,

students should be given "ample opportunity" to work with clearly organized

material. Glass activities at the demonstration stage would focus on well-
,

organized passages and wopld indic.ate the oiganizatianal schemes' inherent

in the text or suggest strategies (as identified in the/discussion of organ-
4

ization) that might be used to organise the information presented. At the

developmental stage, gloss notations could, first, provide practice in

recognizing various-organizational schemes and in applying specific organ-
,

izational strategies in clearly-organized texts; and then, notations could

direct a similar kind of practice with texts that are not so well-organized.

Summary. The eff1ective application of each of the strategies we dis-

cuss here daPends on the application of the other three. Furthermore, the

so

so
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effective application Ot these strategies also depends on students'

ability to apply the specific skills that are identified in this paper.

Baker and Brown (in press) make a similar point when they talk about.two
.:

types of problems that interfere with reading effectively: "inefficient
4 4

application ofrules (skills). and strategies and impoverished background
4

knowledge." The purpose of Aoss notations, as discussed throughout

this paper, is%to help students overcome the, first problem by bringing to

,

their attention (demonstration gloss) and developing their ability to

apply (developmental glosS) specific skills and stratlek n'eeded to compre-

hend expOsiory text. We have selected skills and strategies that we

believe are important understanding text and which seem to be the ones

applied,by the mature reader. Baker and Brown's use of the metaphor of

the expert and the novice summarizes what we are attempting to

ing text: -"The more we are able to specify the rules used by expert

gloss-

readers, The more we will be able to successfully instruct the novice."
1,4

In the next section, we describe guidelines for preparing gloss and provide

examples of gloss writteq'to develop, the specific skills and strategies

we have identified and, selected.

Guidelines EorOloseing and Introduction to the Examples

Preparing gloss is z9rocess 'of making selections. If gloss is to

enhance readers' understanding of a grien.text, then choices must be made

as-the gloss notations are prepared. The choices include such matters as

deciding what aspects of the tekt's subject matter are most important,

what components of the complex process of comprehending the subject matter

require emphasis, and what purposes are to be.served by this particular
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reading. We have tentatively identitied.five gui elines for, making the

basi4hoices. The guidelines-are consistent with the constraints and Con-

siderations (expectations,-the reader, the text, and the milieu) depiCted

in Figure 1, and.they pertain to preparation of gloss at any stage (demon-

stration, developmental, interneliiation, or fading), for any text.

(NOTE:* For convenience we fefer'td "the person who prepares gloss" as

"the glosser.")

' .1. Decide what specific skills and strategies are impor

This broad guideline calls fox the most critical choice to be made in pre-

paring gloss. (Of course a crucial,prior decision--to be made by the

teacher or, if someone else prepares the gloss, the glosser or, preferably,/
the glosser in collaboration with the teacher--has to do with the expected

outcomeS(related to the particular reading assignment. Without such a

decision, there can be no next? steps. All of/these guidelines, theA, pertain

to the preparation of gloss potations once a decision regarding expected out-

comes has been made.) We prese.ted'a tentative list of skills and strate-

glee earlier in this paper. We think they are important, and th4are

the 'ones we deal with in the examples of gloss notations that are given in

the section that follows. The point here is that anyone who expects to

write process-related gloss notations must have a specific list of skills

and/or strategies in mind, whether it be ours or somebody else's.

2. Consider.the ripe 's status with regard to the skills and

strategies identified in 'Guideline 1: The"glosser muse be guided by the

reader's process-related knowledge. In a given text-reader interaction,

the reader presumably will have been introduced to the criticalskills or /

strategies, either through classroom instruction or a process - related

excursion. His/her degree of mastery o

AM.

se skills or strategies will

31
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determine the focus and nature of the gloss-difeected instruction, e.g., the

level of explanation and amount of practice to be provided through g1oss

notations.
A. .

3. Consider the prior knowledge of content required. The glosser

must be guided by the reader's content-related fcnowledge. The reader's
. 1

previous exposure tp and mastery of information relevant to the.subect

area of the text-in-hand mugt guide Choices about the focus And nature of

gloss in t same way that facts abodt his/her process knowledge do.
/

Differing levels of expertise abbut subject matter--obtained from personal

experience, previous classroom instruction, or a content-related excursion--

help determine the Appropriate lever-of gloss-directed instruction.

4. Identify the skills and strategies demands of the text. Both.

formal (e.g., the text'analyses of Kintsch,\1974,' 1979, in press, and Meyer,

1973, and informal (e.g., mapping And outlining techniques) analyses of

the text can yield information that is relevant to the preparation of

gloss. This informationust be used together with information related to

Guidelines 1, 2, and 3. The glosser may be guided, for example, by a

varity of text-related questions about organization, such as whether the
A

text is,well or -poorly organited; whether_the reader is skilled in recog-

nizing good or poor organization and k how to benefit from good, or

overcome poor, organization; and wht-her the teacher's objectives for the,

student include his/her mastery'of strategies/for dealing with text organi-

zation.

5. Be sensitive to the physical, and personal realities of the reader.

and of the classroom. The glosserimust be guided by practical knowledge

of what will work in a given ,11-iidu. Amonglthe factors that are relevant

to this .consideration Are the amount of time available to read gloss note-
.

3^

r
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tions and Perform accompanying Ltlyities; the nature of grouping arrange-

ments, which acknowledges, in -price, that gloss notations are often

writtenTand the choices, prescribed above Ate made--with "readers"ifathero

than reader" in mind; the student 's wil/ingneis to work with glossed
,

.

materials (in part determined'by the success ordemonstration gloss);

and -the technology that is available for producing glossed mdterials.

In Part II of this paper, we provide example's to 'illustrate two

stages of gloss, demonstration and devell.opment. The explanations which

accompany the, gloss examples provide elaboration of the guidelirkes.des-

cribed above. Although we did not write the gloss examples with a

specific population of readers (Guideline 2) or with at specific physical

setting ( Guideline 5) in mind, we wrote some examples that wotaldbe more
IA

appropriate for some readers than for others. fppropriate, inthis't''n-

IP
text, has to do with readrs'' ability to deal with,specific skills or

strategies. For instance, some of the gloss examples assume that readers

have 4 well-developed understanding of a given skill or strategy or have

had previous instruction through a group-directed'excursioir,in the skill'

4

or strategy.; The reader of this paper should also note that our examples

"\.of /loss notations are just that--Pyamples. The examples are illustra-

tions of gloss notations fbr specific rending skills and strategies; they

are not 'intended to depict a progression of demonstration or developmental

gloss. In practice, the full develdpment of the skills or strategies

identified in this paper would require more intensive elaboration in line

with thekfive guidelines.

In these examples, wQ have written gloss notations for a wide variety

of texts in order tosHow applicability *of gloss in several content areas.
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The texts selected include the follOwing content areas: history, economics,

health, physics, earth science, biology, English literature, and mathematics.

To reiterate, no attempt is made herd to demonstrate a "complete" set of

gloss-notations such as would be required by an entire text, a particular

student or group-of students, or a given set of instructional

k
ectives.

The format of the examples in the next section presents fl. a page of
. .

gloss aligned with excerpts from texts, and (2) explanations of the gloss

on the facing page.

of"

I

a

ir
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A
Epilog

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the concept ofiglo§s and

to describe procedures for glossing with agoal of helping students

improve their understanding of expository text. The use of gloss-type

notations is well'supported by the results of many empirical studies, as

has already been suggested.. While the effects of the glossing procedures
110.

outlined here are not conclusive, the results.of preliminary try-outs

indicate that the technique is palatable and useable for both teachers

and students. Yet a technique might be palatable and useable'as a welcome

diversion, and-yet not stand the test of routine class use. The ultimate

question, then, Ks this: Is the glossing technique, which can be used to

direct attention to and enhance the understanding of specific pointd"of

'"text', compatible with the procedures that are part of normal classroom

N
routine?'

0

Guszak (1967) reported that nearly 80% of the questions asked by

106 teachers in second, fourth and sixth grades dependtd upon literal

comprehension of the assigned reading. He found also that there was a

decrease ip the percentage of literal comprehension questions asked with

each higher grade level. -Although they used different procedures, Hare- .

and Pulliam (1980) obtained results similar -to Guszak's with 35 elementary

teachers, first through fifth grades, when they used Guszak's system of

categorizing questions. They found, that teachers asked 74% literalram--

prehension questions, 10% inferential questions and 15% 9valuation ques-

tions. Hare and Pulliam also categorized the same questions, using a,

system suggested by Pearson and Johnson (1978) "that permits the classifi-
.,
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A

cation of questions as literal (textually explicit) pr inferential
0

(textually impli4if or scriptally percentage of questions

4

that were literal (teXtually explicit) or infe.fential (textually implicit)

ranged from 68% to 86% of all questions asked.- Onecan argue-that these

results suggest that gloss notations., which serve to focus attention on

matters for literal and inferential comprehension, are in line with the

everyday concerns- of classroom teachers.

Morrison (1981) reported that observations in six ninth-grade class- .

_-rooms determined that. approximately 50% of the questions asked by five

of the teachers required "recall" type responses -- responSes the

knowledge level of Blooies Taxonomy (1956). This result from Morrison's

.

study extends the"trend identified by Guszak (1967): that as grade lava
. i

, ;,It . .

goes Up the proportion of
.,,,

literal questions goes down. Whereas GUszak

found 79% of the questions in second grade required a recognition or

recall response, the figure dropped to.65% in fourth grade and 58% in

sixth grade. Morrison found that by ninth grade the ffigure was down to'

14*
approximately 50%. In addit)on, Morrison found that ,the percentage of

recall questions requiring an answer which 1.1as reading dependent was it

different in different content areas. While 27% of the recall questions

in social studies requiredreading dependent answers, the percentage was

/UZ In science and 50. iu English. Overall, Morrison's results suggest

that the gloss notations can complement "normal" classroom procedures at

lease througI the junior high level.

To sum up on the basis of the studies cited, the 'glossini procedure
V

appears toprpVide a useful means for augmenting teachers "normal" day-to-
,

^

40
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endures-by bringing together teaehers ftvoncurrent conceih:for process
.
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IF and content related teaching.
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I. Skills

A. Word Parts

- 1. Demonstration Gloss

The Effect on Street Life

The old street life characteristic of cities before the

Automobile Age disappeared almost entirely. In the pre-automobile

city, houses were built close to each other and close to the

street. Backyards were small, and so were many of the'hoses.1

In the oldestAmerican
cities,,like Eoston, New York,

Charleston, and New Orleans, the irregular pattern of the old,

walking city may still be observed in the'street patterns of the
downtown areas. The streetcar neighborhoods and suburbs are tasty

tidenttfy because the buildings are usually built close to the
street: Ihe roads are made as straight as possible,

s
even-in hilly

areas like San Francisco, to avoid derailing the streetcars .2

What It Takes to Build Cars

The amount of resources used in the production of new cars
each year is stag,gering. 3

1

2

3

4
5

r'
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

(
-panzer, G., & Larson, A. Land and People, A World GeograpEy.
Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Foresman and Co. (1979), p. 266.

2ldem, p. 284.

3
Idem, P. A111"114111.

A

Pre-automobile is theemord-automobile and the prefixal-.

Pre- means "befye." So "the pre-automobile city" Was the

city as it was before there were automobiles. ..

Irregular is the word regular and the prefix Ir-

Means "not." So "Thaisregular pattern" is a pattern that

is not regular, that is, not straight and evenly spaced.

Derailing is the word rail, the prefix de-, and the suffix

-lag. De- means "from". or "off." So to derail means "to

make gm off the rail." "To avoid derailing the streetcars "'

means "to keep the streetcars from going off the rails."

Production is a word made from produce and the suffix -.radon.

-'ion allows produce tq act as a noun instead of a.verb.

To produce means "to'.make," se production means "making."

"The production of new cars" means "the making of new- cars." '

Staggering is the word stagger and the suffix -40. Here

the suffix -ing allows the vertytagger to act as an adjective

instead of a verb. To stagger canisean "to 'Salk crooked," "to

go back and fOrth," "not to go straight ahead." And so it

slecines means "not tobe,sure," or '"to hesitate." So staggering
means "big enough to make you seep, hesitate, not go straight

ahead, notice." An amount of resources that "is staggering"

is a big, enough amount to make you stop and notice.

ti

$04

4.
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Notatiops,l -3 These notations were piepated 'to show the effect of prefixes on word meaning.
As. mith all demonstration 'gloss, the reader is merely y-Shoun what is taking
place. After an analysis of the target words, their meanings are given.
Notice that otation 3 the suffix -Ing is.mentioned in the analysis and used
in the final ex le-because the word appears in the text with -10g.--but the
focus of this glo is the effett of ;he prefix on the meaning of derail.

Th4e notations focus on the effecr of auffixet. Notice that these examples
and all the others that deal with suffixes--are based on the concept of a
suffix as ti'vord part that changes the word's role in a sentence. This assumes
the reader's familiartty with parts of speech, gained from prior instruction,
either classroom instruction or an excursion. These demonstration items merely
state that the thalge,(e.g. from moup,to verb) is accomplished by the suffix;
'developmental gloss will explicitly explain this concept of the suffix.

.1'

a



2. .Dev4::mental Gloss

The rubber is needed for replacement tires for older cars.

The lead is mainly used in batteries and-as an additive in

gasoline. In 1973, three out of four new batteries were placdd

in used carS.1

Gauss then built a system of non-Euclidean geometry that

included his strange new axiom. 'DA' new geometry waenever pub-

lished because he felt it was not yet perfected and he did not

want to clutter up. the subject of mathematics with ideas and --

theories that might finally lead into a blind alley. Non - Euclidean

geometries are mathematics) systems built solely on logical reason-

ing as opposed to the models, diagrams and constructions typical

of Euclid's geometry.2

J

C

AN

1

2'

3

-a

1. Replacement is the word replace and the suffix -ment, A

suffix is a word part added to the end of a base word to allow

7 it to act as a different kind of word, for example, to allow'

it to act as an adjective instead of a verb. Replace is a

verb made from place and the prefix re-. It means "to cake

the place of." Here -ment allows replace to act as an adjec-

tive instead of a verb. It tells the reader about "tires for

older cars." The writer could not write about "replace tires,"

btit Auld write about "replacement tires.". What kind of tires

are "replacement tires?"

2. Additive is the word add and the suffix -itive. A suffix is

4a word part added at the end of a base word to it to act

as a different kind of word, for example,4to allow it to act

as a noun instead of a verb. Here -itive allows the verb add

to act as a noun. The writer could not talk about "an add in

gasoline," but could say "an additive in gasoline." Fill in

the blank: "An additive in gasoline is something you

to gasoline."
dior

3. Hon-Euclidean is the name Euclid, the prefix non-, and the

suffix -can. A suffix is a word part added at the end of

a root worn to allow it, to act as a different kind of word,

for example, to allow it to act as an adjective instead of a

noun. Euclid was a mathematician. Here -ean allows the

name Euclid to act as an adjective, to tell about geometries.

The writer could not talk about "Euclid geometries" but

could talk about "Euclidean geometries." A prefix is a word

part added at the beginning of a base word to change its
6

meaning. Non- means "n6t." Fill in the blanks:



Gauss viewed with great concern the question of the bverall -

validity of Euclidean geometry. Some unusual outcomes of his non-

Euclidean geometry included the'noticnTgat the sum of the angles

of a triangle is less that 180 degrees 3-

Some of the intolerance waspurred by extremist groups such

as the Km Klux Klan.. This organization used some of the techniques

that the old Klan had used during the Reconstruction period. But

betides blacks, the Klan's attacks now included Catholics, Jews,

political radicals, andralmost all foreigners.4

1Danzer, G., & Larson, A. Land and People, Aliforld Geography.
",y Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Poressan and Co. (1979), p. Z69.

2Denholm, R. Mathematics: Man's Key to Progress, Book B.Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan (1970), p. 88.

3
Idea, p. 89.

4
/Buggey, J., Danzer, G., Mitsakos, C., & RiSinger, C.
America! America! Clendiew, Ill.: Scott, Foresman and Co.
(1977)', p. 587.

*IP

5

6

5,

1

A

Nen.:Zuclidean geometries are geometries that were

invented by the mathematician named

4. Validity is the word valid and the suffix -Ity, which allows

valid to act as a noun instead of an adjective. Fill in the

blanks:

a

Valid means "true" or "sound."

means "truth" or "soundness.

5. Unusual is the word usual and the prefix un-. A prefix-Ls.

a word part added at the beginning of a base word to change

its neanitig. Un- means "not." What shoes'unusual mean?

6. In "spurred by extremist groups," the writer used the suffix

-ist at the end of the word extreme t15) that it could act as

an 'to tell about ,

Notations 1-3 With developmental gloss, the concept of the suffix is explicitly spelletoue
and its implications are developed. This assumes the reader's fadillariii with
parts of speech, gained from priol instruction, either classroom instruction or
an excursion. In addition, the gloss involves the reader by asking for written
application of the concept that has been explained. Notide that in notation 3
the prefix non- is mentioned in the analysis, and its meaning is given, but
the focus is the role of the suffix.'

Notation 5

Notations 466

SILIIII41611;111.-

Developmental gloss goes beyond just ohdwing that a prefix has changed the
meaning of a base word;-it gives an explicit definition of a prefix, based on
a concept of ;-if'skis-ts a word part that changes the meaning of the base
word. And the reader applies that concept th his or her written answer to
the gloss question.

By the time reader. encounter follow-up activities like these, they have been '
introduced by gloss to the concepts necessary foi their successful 5ompletlon.
These are application/practice activities (a necessary part of gloss).



OeSer methods of'esalinat

Solar distillation ne of sevetal ways to desalinate

ocean water.'

Gauss viewed with great concern the question of the overall

validity of Euclidpan geometry. Some unusual outcomes of his

non-Euclidean geoaetfy included the notion that the sum of the

angles of a triangle is less that leo degrees.2

'Magmata, M., Douglass, L., 6 Ellis, D. Exploring Earth and
Space.- River ?crest, Ill.: Laidlow Bros. (1978), p. 459,

2Denholm, R. Mathematics: Man's rey to Progress, Book B.
Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan (1970), p. 89.

7. Desalinate is the'nord root sal- from the word salt, the

7 prefix de-, and the suffix - irate. De- means "remove from"

and -irate allows the vor to act as a verb. To desalinate

8

9

means to

the word desalinate and the suffix -tion. -tion allows

desalinate to act as a noun instead of a verb.`rTo remove the

salt from something is to desalinate something and when you

talk about that process you talk about

. Desalination is

8. Overall is the4word over and the word all combined to make

a new word thatjhas the meanings of its two parts. Fill in

the .blanks:

When writing, ;p2 validity of Euclidean

geometry," t e writer is looking the

whole system of Euclidean geometry and talking

about of it.

9. Outcome is the word out combined with the word come. What

does outcomes mean in "outcomes of his non-Euclidean geometry?



Notation 7

Notations 8-9

4

.10

The focus of this notation is prefixes and suffixes and would follow previous gloss
about both affixes. All parts of the word are addressed as its meaning and role in
the sentence are built in step-by-step application of previously explained concepts.

These notations develop readers' skill with word parts that.are not affixes, that
can stand alone as words and bring their meanings to the compound words in which
they appear. This concept Tight have been explained more explicitly in previous
gloss, depending upon the reader's acquaintance with compOwd words and/or.
aptitude for word meaning.

2
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B. Context

1: Demonstration Gloss

' The second column lists the same figures for the manufacture

of new vehicles plus the "aftermarket"; that is, the parteand

fuel needed by cars after tar are sold.

In 1880, Republican James Garfield had been elected on a

platform which called for change in civil service--the system of

appointing people to certain government jobs.2

eeEver since Andrew Jackson's pr dency people had been ap-

pointed to government positions on thl basis of the "spoils system."

This sias the idea that "to the victor in a presidential election

"belong the spoils" of office. As a re'ult, the only way people

could obtain and keep important positions in government was to be

in the favor of the administration. 3

Polfulism

"From all parts of the United States [they came), Rome bump-

ing along hundreds of miles (by horse and carriage), others using

their last folding money for train fare." Fifteen hundred delegates'

representing Farmers Alliances, Knights of Labor, and other farm

and labor groups, gathered in Omaha, Nebraska, in July 1891. They

were prepared to launch fn all-out attack on the economic and

political forces of America . . .

Populists favored election of United States senators by

popular vote of the people rather than by those in state government.
4

iropaganda--Both Sides Distort,the News

Propaganda is a method used to persuade people to believe

certain things. It plays on emotions and distorts the truth. Both

Britain and Germany,used propaganda to try to draw the United States

into the war. One example is the invasion of Belgium
. . .

Most Americans gradually began to believe that the Germans were

cruel aggressors and the cause of the war.5

2

4

5

1. The word aftermarket is followed by its meaning. The rest

of thelentence,tells that the aftermarket for new vehiclets

is " "the parts and fuel needed by cars after they are29,14."

2. The words civil service are followed by their meaning. The

rest of the sentence after the dash tells that civil service

is "the system of appointing people to certain government

jobs."

3. The words spoils system are explained by the sentences that

follow ttem. They come from the expression, "To the victor

belong the spoils." Spoils were what winners took from the

losers of a war. From that, spoils came to mean public

offices that become the property of the winner of an election.

The new president had the powyr to hire or fire people for

important positions in his administration; so people in

those positions, or wanting tote in them, had to please

the new president, or "be in thee favor of the administrltion.'

4. The eight paragraphs following the heading Populism contain

clues about what is meant by the word populism.

The first paragraph tell that populism involved farmers and

laborers in an "all-out attack on the economic and political

foro;s'of America." The second paragraph tells that populism

we; a reform movement and the it formed a political party

with its own presidential candidate.

' The next six paragrspfis list some of the economic and politi-

cal reforms that populism stood for.

5. The heading'"Propoganda--Both Sides Distort the New ," telli-

that propoganda involves distorting the news,, The first two

sentences of the section that follows give a deft tion of

5 4.
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These it ms show a progression of ways ,that texts help the reader determine
meant of lords, moving from explicit definition of a word in the context of
the s ce (notatiOns 1 and 2), tb explanation of an expression in the context
of several sentenees (nOtation.), to development, of a concept in the context
of several paragraphs (notet,ions4.and 5). (Because of space limitations, not
alko the paragraphs referrt. to in notations 4 end5 have been eproduced here.)
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Introduced in 1908, the Model T was built on,assembly lines

in Detrdit: blip type of production made the car very cheap. A

two-seat "runabout" in 1925 cost only $260. The low coat mace,...

e Model T available to a large number of Americans.'

111

. ,

The automobile also created new businesses. Gas stations,,

adside restaurants, and cabins, the forgrunners of motor hotels,

;or "motels,",Sprang up everywhere.2 '\
.

ggey, J., banter, G., Hitsikos, C,, & Risinger, C.
America! America! Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Foresman and Co.
(1977),4. 584.

. Idem. .

,4

a

6

7

4

4

raunabout can be defined from clues in the surrounding

sentences. A "runabout" was,a very cheap, mass-produced;

two-seated, Model -T car. ".

7, The word cabins in phis sentence does not,desdribe a plonger

family's log home. " . . . the forerunners of motorlihteii-,-or

motels" is a clue that these cabins serve! the same,putpose

asomodern motel units. Like motel units, theylwere rented by
.

tourists, but they were "cabins - small cottages or huts.

g

ti

,1



Notation 6 This shows the reader that when a or is not explicitly defined,,there may be
clues in the context that can help him or her infer a -definition.

-44

Notation 7 This is Ap exar.p,l.e of gloss that helps the reader use context to understand an
un .18 ua 1 ige of k familiar word. att

44,
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2. Developmental glosa,

Intolerance

Restrictions were plUced by the federal government on immi-

gration during the Twenties. Quota systems were set up that

ieverely_limiteethe number of southern and eastern Edropeans who

could come to the United States. /hey almost entirely excluded e

immigration from African or Asian countries.

This nativism or lack of tolerance that many Americans showed

people who were not Protestant, white or of British or northern

European background became quite widespread during the Twenties.

Intolerance took on many forms. But it was always directed at

minority groups.

Some of the intolerance was 'purred by extremist groups 'Such

as the Ku Klux Klan. This'brganization u8ed some of the techniques

that the olden had used during the Reconstruction period. But

'besides blacks, the Klan's attacks now included Catholics, Jews,

politicai radicals, and almost all foreigners. 1

IBuggei, J., Danzer, G.,"Nltsakos. and Risigger, -

America! America! Glenview', Ill.: Scott, Forisman and Co.
(1977), p. 687.

1

2

1. Headings are Often followed by sections of text that explain

what the words in the heading mean. Here the heading Intoler-

ahce is explained in the three paragraphs that follow the

heading. Important clues are "restrictions . . . on immigration'

. . . nativism . . . directed at minority groups . . extremist
4

groups such as the Ku Klux Klan."

1*
B

2. An unfamiliar word is often ,followed by an explanaklap. 'Here

the word nativism is followed by the word or, thich'sometimes

signals an explanation. The words from "or" through "back-

ground" explain what nativism was. Write a definition of

nativism:

3. An understanding of unfamiliar words can often be.gotten from

examples given by the writer. Notice the example, "such as

the Ku Klux Klan," and write what you think extremist groups
eo-

are:

1/0

yr
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Notations . -3

,to

The first sentence of each of these notations genralizes beyond the example
in the text in order to develop skills that the reader can apply to other
reading. Ir addition--as with all developmentalgloss--these notations ask
for written application of the skills being taught.

4.

A

*13



Intolerance

Restrictions were placed by the
federal government on immi-

gration during the Twenties.
Quota systems vete setup that

severebt-limited the number of southern and eastern Europeans who
could come to the United States. They almost entirely excluded

reimmigration from African or Asian countries.

This nativism or lack of toleiance
that many Americans shoved

People who were not Protestant,
white, or of British or northern

Euro n background became quite
widespread during the Twenties.

Intolaace took on 'Tinny forms. But it vat always firelfed at
minority,groups. zd:

Prohibition

The 18th Amendment, which
outlawed alcoholic beverages, was

passed by Congress in 1920 .pd ratified by pe state's in good faith.
However, in many cases, it made

liquor and drinking more of a prob-
lem than'it vas before prohibition.

."Bootlegging," or the illegal sale oL alcoholic beverages,
became commonplace. It ranged from the manufacture of hone- brewed
beer and "bathtub" gin to the illegal smuggling of liquor across
the Mexican and Canadian borders.2,

7

The building of "hard-top"
roads in the twenties and the

introduction of balloon tires
made automobile riding less noisy

and less dusty. 3

Gauss then-built a system of
non- Euclidean geometry that

'included his strange new axiom. This new geometry was never pub-
lished because he felt it

was.. not yet perfected and he did not want,
to clutter up the subjeCi,of

mathematics with ideas and theories
that might finally lead into ablind alley. Non-Euclidean geome-

,

5

6

7

4. The second paragraph says that "Intolerance took on many forms.

Bxit it was always directed at minority grows." Examples of

minority_groups are glVen in the paragraph that 'follows. List

them here: s B,

5. The first sentence of the section headed Prohibition tells

what the word prohibition means. Fill in the blanks:

'Prohibition was the outlawing of

by the Eighteenth Amendmeqt.

6. The word "bootlegging' is followed by its definition. write

a definition for "bootlegging ":

-

7. "Bathtub" gin is mentioned along with "home-brewed beer." -

This is a clue to its meaning., Write what you think " bathtub"

gin vas:

8. What clues-IPeateFiestat5f this sentence help you understand

what "hard top" roads and balloon tires were?

9. .Copy the sentence in this paragraph that describes non-. 9
:Euclidean,geometries:

es

a
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To help readers apply the skills, notations 4, 5, and 6 difect them to the specific
parts of the text where helpful definitions

or examples can be found, and notation 7
actually provides the helpful clue from the text. ,Items 8, 9, 10, And II give
readers less guidance in finding the clue or sentence -that will help them constructthe Meining of the target e4resdion.

6 to



The PT? Principle

Theory suggests t the ability-to-pay principle is the

only defensible paincipl,e. of taxation. We do not live in a world

of theory, however. In der real world there is a third "principle"
NL

of taxation, based not on logic or theory but on political factors.

d,.. This is the "plucking the most feathers with the least uawks" '

principle, or simply, the "plucking the feathers" (PTV) print4ple.

It is Always politically unpleasant to raise taxes, but when legis-

lative bodies decide that they must, they often do what is least

painful politically.

A senator up fox re-election might hesitate to urge ary,in-,
s

crea.e in income taxes for fear that such a maim would cost'him

votes. If additional government revenues were needed, he might

instead favor a tax which was less noticeable and less painful.

He might advocate a one-cent increase in the gasoline tax. This

seems quite minor. Huge sums of money could be raised in this

way with less-danger of a public protest, ind with less danger of

his losing office.

This is not an accepted principle pf taxation and public

officials will seldom admit to its use. Still, it would be totally

unrealistic to deny that some taxes are of the PTF'variety.
I

1131own, 3., 6 Wolf, H. Economics: Principles and Practices.
,Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Herrill Publishing Co. (126,3),

p. 201.

65

12

12. The four paragraphs following. the heading, The PTF Princqfle,

explain the meaning 91 that ter©. The first paragraph tells

that it is.acrinciple of taxation "based not on logic or

theory." Reread the first paragraph. What is the PTF

Principle based on?

The second paragraph tells that the initials PTF stand for

"plucking the feathers," which is a shortened version of

The writer expects the reader to understandsthat squawking,'

bias stand for taxpayers and their feathers stand for what

the taxpayers have to give up, that is, their

The th,trd paragraph gives an example of the PTF Principle in

action, a senator who favors raising gasoline taxes instead

of income taxes because gasoline taxes are less

and less , and because the senator doesn't Want

vqters to

The fourth paragraph says that the PTF Principle (is / is not)
circle one

an accepted,principle, but it (does / does not) explain how
circle one

lawmmkers often make tax laws.
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I4ctation 12 This notation ts Intended to follow sip on previous gloss instruction in the use
of context, 'The four-paragraph text develops an understanding of the Fit

i2/'e, using definition, imagery, and ex,aciple 14otice the variety of kinds
of-written responses that are asked for..
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C. Paraphrase

1. Demerketrailly10es

In his writings, Marx stresses that history is the result

of econehics,only. Marx. did not feel that politics, philosophy,

religion, or other factors influenced history.'

ars

Our epoch me peaodj, the epoch of the bourgeoisie,

possesses owe r, thidistinctive feate; it has simplified.

the c ass antagog sms. Society as a whole is more and more split=

tang, up into two gr t'hostile Camps,binto two great class'es direct-

ly facing each other: ur isie and' Proletamiat.
t

- -

To thrive, fascism needs enemies. When none aro available,

Pictttious ones are created to justify the complete nbedjence

of the populatiotii

10 .

Capelluti, F., A GrpsgmAn, R. The Human Adventure.
Sam Eiild 8ducati nal Publications, Inc.
(1970), p. SO.

2
Idem. 4

3
'dem, /I. 483.

1,-,

r.

2
1

Notice that the second sentence here is another way oftsaying

t 'be first sentence. These two sentences together help you t

understand how Mart viewed hrhtory.

2. Another way of saying these two sentences is:

This is the time when the 'capitalist (owners') class is

supreme and the division, of society is simple. The ark._ '

just two classes - the capitalist class (the owners) and

the working class (the laborers) - and they, 'ere the enemies

of teach other. *

,3. Another way of saying these two sentences is:'

Fascists become more powerful by scaring the people into

Obeyingtem. They 'o this by always remanding them"

their enemies, even if they have to make up enemies..

;
. -
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Notation 1 This notation alerts the reader to a paraphrast within the text.

-s**--7r
. . .

. -- . -....,

Notations' 2-3 "- .These notations each show how a section of text might be paraphrsped. While the, .,

reason forfor paraphrasing is,that it may make the meaning of the text clearer tq '-
the reader, this is not explicitly stated in demonstration glom'

- .
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2. Developmeutal gloss

.

Every individual is required to give himself totally to the

state since he and his activities are at its serrice.1

Instead of being allowed to vibrate freely after-an initial

4displacement, a spate; may be driven by continued application'of

force from thA outside. Whenever a system is made to vibrate by

a periodic force, the resulting motion is called forced oecilta-

:ion: Examples are the vibration of ,a factory structure caused

by the running'of heavy machinery or the motion of electrons in

a circuit connected tb an alternating- rrent,generator.

.Forced oscillations take place with the frequency (or period)

of the driving force rather than with the natural frequency of

the system. The amplitude of the.eponsa depends on how the

'driving frequency is related to thaNatural frequency.. If,

these frequencies, are nearly the same, even a very weak driving

force can, in time, feed enough energy into the syptem to give

it a,large amplitude of motion. This condition is called

) resomance. A heavy pendulum can be made ultimately to swing

. with a large amplitude by giving it small' Capp in the tempo

of its natural frequency. The'taps oust be applied in the

same direction as the instantaneous motion ofite pendulum.

Any eumultiple 4,1,4 etc.) of the natural frequency will

also produce resonance.2

7.1 .

t

Shock. nook is k depressed state of the circulatory

system and occurs in all serious injuries. Bloodlrollects in

vessels in the abdominal cavity. As a result, th0 cells of

the body, particularly the brain, suffer from lack of blood.3

`2

-r- 3

4.0

CS

0
1.` To paraphrase a sentence is to say it another way. Para-

phrasing a senten&'may help a reader to understand it.

Reread the sentence in the text and then fill in the blanks

`in this paraphrase:

Everything a person does must be done for the

2. Fill in the blanks in the f011owing paraphrase of the sentence

in the text:

Forced oscillation is nhe Of a systeareaelting'from

caused by a periodic force.

3. Fill In the blanks in ehe,following paraphrase of the'sentence

in the text:

How much the- system responds depends on the r elat'ion of two

frequencies: The frequency and the

4 frequency.

o

5

4. Fill in the blanks in the following paraphrase of the two

sentence& in the text:

Resonance is the condition that results when Che frequencies

are nearly /le same so that can be fed

into the system,.even by

force.

41,

5. Complete this paraphrase, of the sentencel in the 'text 7 (I

Shock occurs in all serious injuriss when the
*-

slows down. As a result blood conects in

and does not go to

V



What le carol. :smear to Cie:roar:a grope, of nal.* it

1.47 cloovo A rosins nose of cascaro.4 collo, referreo t/ to o

lerfAmert cow, croon. Ans mortal elaoa .4 ahem.. vital

atrhoate

. 4 Consume, It SRO 1.a.a. kfvott.re
Sao tramelse. Yto!4 1.6oe.stlfmmd PublIcations. Inc
TUTOT. P Al) .

2thomms, j refTolce. trinciplas +.4 1.510ts
S.T KoCcam-1111 (117)). 7. 287.

3040. . 4/tan. C , 4 Tether. 1 Maier. heel,.
S.T. [Metter, ee4 WIA444. (1874). p

414.14,p 4A?

Notations 1-6

9,

Conlate the fol.ceslat paraphrase of the pecplACO. to the non

CLXVsr el a {tarts of 9747 ciao. calls that Is

IP

.1 Tun-. . 4

e

a

Jr

These notations demonstrate a progression of skill development. natiee in
.notation 1, that developmental Amp gives a definition of paraphrase and 4
reason for paraphrasing. NotatiZET2 thru 6 move from filling in one-word
blanks in paraphrases to completing open-ended summa questions. Readera'

. success with these activities depends upon thi as,f past experience they
have had with paraphrasing whether from pre;tious C assrominstruction,
excursion, or extended gloss instruction at one or more of the points onlie
progressicm illustrated by these examples. Also note that for a fill -in-the -
blank paraphrase to help the readers to bet;er'Understand the text, it must
be vrittermovith their prior knowledge of the content in mind.

4
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1

Treatment of shock. Keep the patient lying down. Cover

enough to maintain body heat. If the victim is in shack, raise

the feet 8 to l2 inches above the "head and chest. Do not raise

the feet if there is's head injury, an unsplinted fracture, dif-

ficulty in breathing, or if such movement causes severe pain. .

Get medical help immedlatel;f1

Frostbite is an actual freezing of tissue. The body should

be warmed by applying blankets.. Never rub or massage the skin;

you will damage the part. Never allow the victim of frostbitten

feet to walk or move his feet. Do not expose the person to in-

tense local heat. Warm the affected part gradually in a pal/sof

warm water or wrap in a ware blanket Apply warm, vet compresses

to a frozen nose, face, or ear. Call a doctor.2

1
Otto, J., Julian, C., A Tether, J. Rodern Health.
N.Y.: Holt, Itinehart,'and Winston (1976), p. 499.

2
Ides, - 512

G

1

7

8

bi

01,

s

7. This section may be by listing "do's" and "don'ts."

Complete the following:

When treating shock,

do 1)

2)

'3)

,

an& 4) raise the feet.

But don't raise the feet if

1)

2)

3)

4)

8...This section may be Paraptrased by listing "do's" and "don'ts."

Complete .the following:
wo,

When treating frostbite,

do '1)

2)

3)

and don't 1)

2)

3)

75
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Notaiion; 7-8 These items are intended to help readers paraphrase by looking at a text as a
'

list.

with
It is important to note that such a procedure is applicable only to texts

the kind of organization shown here.

4
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'D. Central Thought

1. Demonstration gloss

Different cultures allow children different degrees of

freedom. Ih some cUlturfis, children are closely watched at an

early age. As they grow older, theytaregiven more and more free -

d6m. In Japan, on' the other hand, children are allowed to 'do

almost anything they want until the age of four. Children are

allowed to eat, sleep, and play whenever they wish. A child who

breaks a dish 6 not punished. But when children reach the age

of four, the family begins to give them lesssnd'less freedom to,'

do what they want. Children are slowly, but without letup, forjed

into the pattern of their culture. In some cultures, there ar

no hot stoves to touch, no second-story wineO4,0 to fall out of,

no speeding cars to worry about. Why wo a child in such a

culture have more freedom than a child owing upjb Paris. Fran!

The scientific discoveries of the late sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries had a tremendous effect on European thinkers.

What resulted was a new optimism and faith in mankind and in pro-

gress. The nen of the eighteenth century believed that man could

solvearly problem through the use of reason. Progress, they

argued, could continue as a constant development toward human '

happiness.2

Marrying of4 a girl can be very costly for an upper- or

middIZ:class jazzily in India. The bride's family is expected to

make 'a large settlement in cash and gifts with the grocb.

' A study by the government showed tiw a man WU. has gone to

a "name" college and has a'good job could expect up to $12,000

from a girl's parents for agreeing,to.marry . . .

2

a

as.

14 Notice that the first sentence of this section tells what the

whole section is about.

2. Notice that the third sentence of this paragraph is a summary

of the paragraph.

3. These three paragraphs are summarized by the first sentence
4

ofisection )3. ,

ti

4

a

...
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wpor-rl000 topple 1 sowthor ladl. re. dowry Or

c. rr dtatwl ...M.O. Toff of gold bracelets. mad fo

womotstwo goals.. Is serckors Nojeb. B.
mad nen. art awoke ow/n.3

IT., SP.'S. G. World dices. elowrisw. III.: Scott.
Yeromma mod Co. (1,77), F. 146.

2Copolloct, 7., 4 OCI4M11.42.4... AA...c.v.
SaaTrooclecof 1141444tfaoINOLttuf.,,lor.
""W,P

311., Saul, C. *HI
111.2 $.0tt.

torero. =4 Con177/CF-140.

Notations 1-3

11,

la

These notations merely show readeralthat a sentence may tell what a section of
text is about, and thaw that sentence may summarize a paragraph or more than a
paragraph.

79.



2. DevelopMental gloss
1

0

"As you have seen', families are different around the world.

Families are also changing in every culture in the world today.

They are.not necessarily changing in the same way in every culture.

And they are not changing at the same rate, But they are changing.'
--

0
The Substitution Method of Solving Simultaneous quatiotis

Some systems of equations can be solved readily by another

algebraic method Called the Substitution Method. This method uses

the fact that both.equations of a simultaneous system in two var-

iable; must be true at the same time. It consists of transform-

ing one e3uation Ito that we have an expression for tone of the two

variables in terms of the'other. This expression is'then sub-

stituted in the other equation.2

Milton has the reputation of having been in his youth em-

inently beautiful, so as to have been called the Lady of his

college. His hair which was of a light brown, parted at the

foretop, and hung down upon his shoulders, according to the

picture which he has aver' of Adam . . .

His eyes are said ng to have been bright;-but, if he

was a dexterous fencer, the t have been once quick.
3

YA are familiar with the set of whole nnmbers, the basic

oPerationseperformed'on them,. and the properties of those oper-

ations. The whole number system is the set _containing zero and

the positive integers, together with the operations and.their

..properties.4

1Ver Steeg, C. World Cultures. Glenview, Ill.: Scott,
Foresman and Co. (1977), p. 172.

2
Denholm, R., & Dolciani, M. Nementary Algebra, Part 2.
Bostont, Houghton Mifflin Co. (1973), p. 374:

(- '

'

(..) IMF
3McDonnell, H., Hakadate, H., Pfordresher, J., g Shoemate, T.
Eagland in Literature. Glenvise, Ill.:" Scott, Foresman,
and Co. (1979), p:278.

4
Denholm, R., & Dolciani, M. Elementary Algebra, Part 2.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. (1973), p. 391,

a.

1

3

4

1.. The central thought of a section of text tells about the topic

of the section, or what the1 section is about. This section

tells something about amilies. Look for' a word that is used

often in this dectio and that tells about families. The

topic of this section is families.

2.- Determining the topic of a section _of text will help ybu to

decide what its .entral thought is. The topic of this section

of text can be given in two words. The'writer had helped by

providing a heading for this section of text and by capital-

izing the two yords that give its topic. Copy them here:

3. The topic of this section of text is not given by a heading,

nor by any words that can be copied directly from the text.

If you look, however, at many speCifiC examples of 'Alai ther''.7t

writer is telling about, you can determine what the topic is,

or what the section tells about in generdf. Specifically it

describes Milton's hair, his stature, his skill with the sword,

and his eyes. In general, then, this section is about

'Milton's

4. In this section of text, the topic is given by the italicized

words, whole number system. If you look, however, at the

sentence containing those words, yob can find out what this

section tells about the whole number system. The idea given

bythat sentence is the central thought of this section. Often

the central thought of a section of text is given by such a

topic sentence, found in the section of text. Copy the topic

sentence of this section here:

2
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Notations 1-10 , These.notations follow a progression, helping the student to undPrsrand whit-a
central thopght_lazand-hown a variety of aituations. Ipatatiorr 1-----7defines central thought Aetopic. It also luggests a strategy for identifyingthe topic of.a sectiones a guide for filling'in the tlank. The first sentence
in notation 2 instructs the student

about the relation' of topic to central
thought. NThis grass item was written with the organization of the text in mind,' i.e. howAhe heading helps the reader apply this skill.

/

.Notation 3. This notation helps the student to inir the topic of the glossed4ction of text.4411 This is a common situation, in which the topic is noft explicitly stated in the
-.,

e-

Notation 4 Nopation 4 hlps the reader to fdenEiff the top sentence of the'glossed sedtion
of' text and ,generalizes about

theorelationship,of topiCsentence and centralthought. 0`
"1,--
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Early in the. study; of arithmetic the nier,systsich

you used was extended to ingude fractional numbers, the numbers

that caw be represented by numerals like S/6 and242, called

"fractions." Including.the fractions allowed you to solve Problems

like 3 * 5 . 2, which has no solution in the set of whole numberi.

The set of all positive numbersthat can he written in fractional-
roam is called the set of positive rational numbers. The po4itiv

integers belong to this set, because any integer cantle writte

in fractional form. For examplik

9 18 27 36T r 15

and so on.' 0
Notice that zero is not 'included 1,n the set of positive rational

numbers, since it is not popi5lve. Zerois neithigtotitive nor

negative.
1

'We further extended our number system Co_include ell negative

numbers that callrbe expressed in fractional 'form. This a ion

allows us tb solve such problems as 4 - 7 ? and -3,* 4 I. The

negative nu=bers, which are the opposites of the positive numbers,

make up the set ok negative rational numbers.2

ea.

Once in school, the French child finally escapes from the 2

.complete family supervision of his life. Frenth middle-class

parents resent the loss of their children tothe schools. Thus,

they usually take a,critical view of education. Spool is a net-

essary evil thac'a child must suffertif he,is to be successful.

ilia, this Attitude'at hone, the FrencI child usually develops very

little schooC7spirit.3,

What It Thkes to Bald Cars . -

The ,amount of resources used in the production of au cars
each year is staggering. Look at the table below an4 note in the

first ;Olurin the percentage of each metal or other baterigi used
e 1' , ,

r

4

5

6

4

8

4

.5

5. The tonic of this selicnof1 70et to ooaitrve rational numbers.

Find and copy the to c sentence that gives he-central

thought of this tec,tion of text:

, \

6. The topic of this section of text is .

The topic sentence that tells th$ central thought of this
' .section is:

4

7 Oft the central thought of a section <45 text Is given by
the first sentence. Reread this section end write its

t
central thought here:

8. Reread this section of text and copy the sentence that tells
a

its central thought:

tr

a
P.

Mk
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in,the production of new cars in 1973 . . In 1973 three out of

four new batteries were placed in used car0

Gauss then built a system
-
ofnon:Euclidean geometry that

`included his strange new,axiom. This new geometry was never pub)

lished because he felt ittras not yet perfecteand he did not

want to clutter up the Subject of mathematics with ideas and

theories that might finally lead into a blind alley. "Non-Euclidean:.

EeNtries are mathematical systems built solely:on logical reason-.

ing as opposeeto the models, diagrams and congtructiOns'typidai

ofEuclid's geometry.5 r

The practise, left over tram very early

the law. But it is still followed. Hany India

are more.inerested indge bank accounts of Fos

law thmr; in the girls ag, are marrying., '

An "Anti -Dowry Week" was held id' Hew Delhi

.4ftwn attention to the problem. People visited N

geing boys to promise to boycott the dowry cyst

, is against

Is feet boys

hers -in-

9

ago to

lhi colleges

1
Denholm,.R., & DolcianiH. Elementary Algebra' Part 2.
'Boston? HougliponHifflin Co. (1973), P. 391.

;
2
Idea, p. 392.

t
1Ver Steeg, C. World Cultures. G1e944ew, Ill.: Scott,
Foresian and Co. (1977), PPt 160-161:

.

4
Dauer, G., & Larson, A. Land and People, A World GeOgrapfiy.
G1aview:,,111.: Scott, Toresman and,Co. (1979), pp. 268-269.

Denholm, R. mathematics:` Man's Kerto Progress, Boot B.
Chicago: Lyons and Catnahan.(1970), P. 88.

6
Vet Steep C.
Foreaman alt

."

NotatiOns 5-10

8r
kJ't.

tures. Glenview; Ill.: Scdtt,
.

, p. 180.

ete

lf)r

0
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9. The central thought of a section of text is not always given

by its first sentence. The topic of this section is non-
. .

Euclidean geometrie4. Look beyond the first sentence to find

a sentence that tells vha non-Eucli'dean geometries are, and

copy it here:

LO. Sometimes the central thought of a.sentAence is not given by

any one sententt in the text. The topic of this section is the

dowry system, but there is no-topic sentence to copy. To give

the central thought of this section you must combine ideas

founAZghout it. Reresthis section and complete this

tellipof its central thought:

The dowry system is illegal and is opposed ty'fedalelk but

sHotations S and 6 eels for applicatfon of this generalisation. With 7 thru 10.
yhe'student is taken from texts in which the centtal thought is give y the ,

first sentence. to texts where it is given, by a later sentence, to Melly a
Idpext in which the central thought is not explicitly giv4p, but must be con-
structed.

sax
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E. Relationships/Conclusion)

1. Demonstration gloss

r

There is no question that total spending by the various

' levels of government has risen arply sinci"the turn of the cen-

tury. Yet few'people believe that eincrease has been totally

unnecessary. Two world ware and years of international tensipn

' hive required heavy federal expenditures for defense. The reg-

uletion of banks, railroads, and public utilities has the approval

of most citizens.

Nor do the majority of people oppose government expenditutes

for certain welfare purposes.1

)
.

Now that we have studied the demand for goods anckservices"

we shall-turn to the market force of supply. We need to know why

,eLsupplier makes goods and services available to consumers in the S

quantities they want. In other words, what factors influence

sellers to offer more or, less for sale?
C

Just as we, thought of demand as e desires people have for

particular products, we can think of7pply alt,9e_willingnessof

sellers to provide such products. In the else of demand, however,

we realized that merely wanting a product was not enough. Rather,

the desire had to be coupled with a willingness atd an ability to

pay a price for that product.
- .

In the ease of supply, we see the mirror image of this sit-

ubtion. People arc willing to Provide services, give up their/

stock of goods, and build things for others if end when they are

given an adequate prnoe.
t

On the demand side, priCes force people to choese the pro-

ducts they went. On the supply side., prices induce sellers to

provide these products. fuel what the pricegof asparticuleir

product will be end, thus, just how much will be bought and sold,

depends upon she interaction of The market forces of demand and lis

supply. -.2 i

II

fto

1
Brown, J., I. Wolf, 0. Economic': Princielsa and Pei:IC.114es.
Columbus,'Ohlo: Charles E.Merrill Publishing Co. (1968), p. 228.

4 2
Ides, p. 118.

2

4

0

1. This section describes the r4ationship between the rise in

government spending and three toles of governcent in our
., - 7\society: defense, reguietidb, and maintainence of people's

welfare. The government spends money on war; on keeping banks,

railroads, and public utilities in line;'and o -taming for

needy qtizens. If people believe that these are necessary.

activities of government, then they cust believe that the re-

suiting rising costs of government are also necessary.

ift

2. This section describes the relationship between-supply and

land in our-Fconomy. The second and,thirdip:ragraphsltell

that supply anddecandare related in terns of the role of

price. Ihis relationship is.summarized in the fourth pars- .

graph: 11

a

.11



Notations 1-2 Demonstratioi gloss merely aleits the reader to relationships among the text's
concepts, were those relationships are important to comprehension. Gloss may
make the relationship explicit when the author has not done so (e.g. notation 1)
or it may direct the reader to the part of the text where the author has ex-
'plained the relationship (e.g. notation 2).

1
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2. Developmental gloss

Thomas Jefferson had dreamed of an America where "every one

may have land to labor for himself:" But, in the late 1800s,, .

11 million Ameritana left ru41 areas for the cities. Many farm-

ers left heir farms reluctantly. The increased use of machines

to replace labor in agriculture forced0many of them off the land.

Machines, like the McCormick harvester, increased farm production.

But they only we e useful to the owners of big farms who could

afford to own and
s

perate them, Farmers on small plots couldn't

produce crops thea y enough to compete with, the machine- harvested

crops of the big farms.. Others left the farms because they were

ittracted by job& and new opportunities in the cities.
,,

Many southerders headed for the cities of the North during

this time. The large.pupbers of southern blacks who moved north

min the early 1900s led some black newspapers lo call' it the Great

Migration. The Chicago Defender printed editoritls urging blacks

to colle norttilhon the Illinois Cedtral Railroad. It offered to-

iind Jobs for tHem and yen arranged for loans for tickets.'

Instead of being allowed to vibrate freely after an initial

displacement, asystem may be driverr-brfontiatted-wpptirsrturraf
force from the outside. Whenever a system is.made to vibrate by

4.

a periodic force, the resulting motion.ter called forced oscillation,

Examples are the vibration of a factory structure caused by the

running of hemp. inery or the ration of electrons in a circuit

connected to
4
an :lacing-current generator.

Forced oscillations take place with the frequency (or period)

of the driving force ;ether than:with the...natural fiequency of the

system. The amplitude of the response depends on hr.. the driving

frequency is related to the natnr4frequency. If these frequencies

are nearly the same, even a very weak- driving force can, in time.

1

2

les

1. This section tells about America's change iron a rural to an

urban society. Seeing the relationship between.such a change

(an effect and its causes will help the reader un¢erstanethis

section.. Many such tousles are given in this section. Complete

this list of causes:

1) The increased use of machines to replace labor

ih agriculture forced many farmers off the land.

2)

3)

Small farmers were forced out of business by bigofarms.

This list of. causes of America's change from a rural to an

.urban society shows hod ad:crafts and sociological factors

interact.

2. This section describes the relationship between forced

oscillation and resonance. Fill in the..blanks:

Resonance is a condition

when the

has the right tempo.

by forced oscillation

forcq is in the right direction and

This is a causelandleffect relationship.

aI



feed enough energy into tt system to give it a large amplitude

of motion. This conc(itibn is called resonance.; A. hesily pendulum

tan be made ultimately to swing with a large amplitude by giving

it small taps in the tempo of its natural frequency. The taps .

MAC be applied in %he same direction as the instantaneous motion

of the pendulum. Any sub-multipie 4,i-,i-) of the natural frequency

will also produce reso nce.
2

The passage of the 19th Amendment climaxed a long struggle

by women for the right to vote. Women had hoped to get the vote

&Jong with blackliafteethe Civil War. But the 15thmendment

definitely limited suffrage, or the right to vote, 'to black males.

Defeated on the national level, many women turned their

energies toward getting women's suffrage laws passed on the state

level. Dedicated suffragists like Carrie Chapman Catt, crisscrossed

the country, campaigning for women's suffrage wherever there wag

a state referendum on the issue. Most of these campaigns were

unsuccessful until 1890. Then Wyoming entered the Union with

voting rights for women. Women intensified their efforts and

other western states passed women's suffrage if the 1890s and

1900s. 0
Several things contributed to the success of the suffrage

movement. Suffragists broadened their appeal. They began to pay

more attention to the' problems of working-class women. World WarI a.
I gave the suffrage movement a big boost. During Wor14_War I, as

in the Civil War, women took over many jobs traditional&y held by

men. Thousands of women replaced men in office jobs in Whshington,

D.C. In the iron and steel industry alone, the number of women

workers increasedChree times during the war years. More andamore

Americana began to feel that a country that relied on women in war,

shouldn't deny them the vote during.peace.3

ti

a

3

4

a

A

1'

3. This section describes the women's suffrage movement. The

last paragraph gives causes for its success. Reread this

section and list two causes here:

1
Buggey, J., Danzer,
America: America!
and Co. (1977), pp.

2Preeman, I. Physic
N.Y.: McGraw-Hill

3

G., Mitsakos, C., & Risinger, C.
Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Foresman
451-452.

a, Principles and Insights.
(1973), p. 287.

cee"
ugg f, J., Danzer, G., Mitsakos, C., & RiNager, C.

Ica: America! Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Foreaman
and Co. (1977), pp. '583-584.
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One reason for the boom of the 1920s was "wild speculation."

Specui,Itt,2n is buying stocks when there is a large risk in the

hope of selling them liter for a profit. As more people bought

shares'in the stock market, the higher prices rose. This in turn

increased speculation. Shoemakers and bakers, widows and waiters,

college students and factory worksrs invested their savings in

stocks. Many even borrowed in order to invest and "get rich qUick."

The federal 'government under Harding and Coolidge had devel-
\ oped a Laissez -fdtre attitude toward bdsiness. Agencies of the

government that night have seen the dangers of wild speculation

preferred to look the other way.

Without gov'ernment regulation, much vas happning,i,o business

that was questionaple. Some people set up corpordlios(by jupt

paying fees and without making yearly reports or following any of

the standard accounting rules:- In many companies, executives or

certain investors got *nside" information and knew when to buy or

. sell company stack in order to make money. But "outside" investors

received no such information.'

Some economists erma to warn the country about the dangers

of this wild speculation. In September' 1929,73ger W. B son

predicted: "There is a crash coming, and it may be a terra

, one, involving. a Oecline of from 60 to 80 points.in (stock priNs]."

--But people like Babson were accused of "trying to discredit or

stop American prosperity." 1

.

The Ice Age had a great in-fluenc4n plant and animal life.

The coming of the ice caused some species to betowe extinct. It

forced others to move elsewhere. -

Great forests slowly% disappeared as the glaciers advanced.

Trees that had once grown in Canada could surviveionly in the south-

ern part of the United States. Remnanta of the pre-Ice Age Canadian

forest can still be visited in the Great Smokey Mountains.

4

5

4. This section describes the relation between thelaissez-!acre

policy of the Harding and Coolidge administrations and the

bad business practices that fed the speculation which resulted

in the Crash of 1929. Reread the third paragraph and give two

examples of bad practices that odcurred when the government

left business alone:

\ 1)

2)

1-,

5. This section describes the relationship between the Ice Age

movement of gIacielis,and the plants, animals.,and land for- .

nations in theirsmaths. Describe the relationship of each of

the folloNring to the movement of the - glaciers:

Great forests:

Huge mammals

Human beings:

The Great Lakes and the pla 6 of the American Midwlik,

Europe and northern China:

There,is a relationship between tads that you see in nature

today and events that occurred ousandsof years ago.

or

ki kJ
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0. The lie Age encouraged the develop..at of ridge .,.wale edd,-

e4 to coal, dry cllm*te. ,epee the tte retreated, the horse, ,amel,

bleon, scd elephant murylved, but other huge mammals:- Maw[ ,

114.04.S, and saber-toothed --dieeinPeered The h.., belhes

the hunted many of these large andmal had to tun, to other .0 -to..

of food Thus, the cmmlesdeod going of the ice sheet& tested the

adaptability of banse being. They respohded to the challenge end

stew to 4nowlidge pad stills ?or seeable, they developed egri-

culteresoon aft' 'the ,dted of the Ice Age

The Ice As...glaciers @Igo gimped many of the lendecepes we

tee today As the ice retreated. bug. depresplons that hed been

googol 9.4t by the glacie/9 filled 4p with water Thhe theCreat

Calm verb born, Smaller deptessiona siva filled with Inter. milking

11.1mmemote the "teed. of 10 000 Lel. The {lettere *1so depoerten

each of the soil in the American Midwest, the plaint of tyrote

lad northern Chips. In fact, many of the world's most producties

fetair are on soils deposited id the lee Age 2

11.$467. J Denser, C . elitealtos. C Risinger, C
Americo. Aserlta" Cleselew, 111 Scott, *organdy
ca'Co (1M), pp Y93-194

'Denser. C Larioa, A Land and People, A Afield Geography
Citaylty111 Scott, ?Otessat and Co (1979). PP 111 -112

Notations 1-5

ft

31,

(

These notations develop the reader's awareneserof t dhip of cause
and effect. Notice that the'gloss gives directions what to look for in
the text in order to complete the activities and sumiesrizes the.relationship
that is illustrated once the activities are completed. 'The readers for whom
these items are written may not have mastered this skfil, or may 14/e rather'
incomplete knowledge of the content with Which to integrate the particular
new information in these texts.
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The complete set of razt,nol numbers includes:

1. the set of positive rational numbers;

2. zero; /

3. the het of negative rational numbers.

In set language, it is the'union of three sets, and we can write

(the raNina./ numbers}

(the positive rationals) 11,J0) U (0e negative rationals).

A basic property of a rational number, which distinguishes

it from every non-rational number, is the fact'thal'it can be

expressed in the fractional form i where r and a )(re integers,

with 8 ,6 0. For example, some ways or writing the numbers 3, -2,

0 and 4 in fractional fOrm are as follows:

3 = i2 7; -2 = 2-4 210.8
4

1- =21
8 ; 5 4

Any number that can be expressed in the form $, where

r is an integer and a is a nonzero integer: is a

rational number.
1

It has been pointed out that the mass of a body can be de-

termined in two distinct ways. One method consists in weighing

it at a standard locution, the other in observing Its motion when

a known force is applied or when the body interacts with a standard

- MA88. It may well be asked whether these two diverse kinds of

experi.eients really measure thesame thing. There seems to be no

season to assure that a single quantity could serve to represent

both the property of gravitational attraction and that of inertia.

Conceivably, an object may have a jravitatvonab mass m_ and a dif-

ferent inerttal mass M

J

6

7

8

I

6. Mit section deStribes the relationship between the.concepts

of positive rational ;lumbers, zero, and negative rational

numbers. Fill in the blanks:

419

Positive rational numbers, zero, and negative rational

numbers are subsets of the set of

This is the relationship of a part to a whole.

7. This section desc/ibes rational numbers in ;erns of integers

and zero. This ,relationship is described in the first sentence

of the'section. Examples are given in the second sentence.

And a summary is provided next to the box.

If r and s ere integers and s is not zero, whit is r/s,

6 is a rational number. Express it in terms of a pair)

of aR integer and another integer which is not zero:

8. This section tells about the relationship between two concepts

of massgravitational as and inertial mass, Theicrelation-

ship is explained by the principle of equivalence. RA-end this

,section end.complete the following:

' A body's gravitational as and its inertial mass are each

to its weight, and they are to

each other. Einstein said that this 18 90 because

One of Einstein's goals was to give the simplest possible

explanation of observations. Here he proposed that there is

really only one way of thinking about mass, whevas before'

there were two. His4heory of relativity had to explain how

this could be so.

f



The connection between these two characteristics of mass was

accepted merely as an exaerimental fact for two centuries. In

1914, Einstein reasoned that there must be a fundamental basis for

this correspondence. He became convinced that the effects produced
f

by accelerated motion and by gravitational action are not disting-

uishable from each other. This principle of equivalence became

tle startim point for the general theory of relativity.2
/

Itpleased God that I was stilt spared, and very hearty and

so.mnd in health, but very impatient of being pent up within doorg .

t
vi anwithout air, as I have been for fourteen days or thereabouts, and

I could not restrain myself, but I would go to carry a letter tor

my brother to the poet - house. Then it vas indeed that I observed

a profound silence in the streets. When Al Caste to the post-house,

as I went to put in my letter, I saw a man stand in one'corner of

the yard and talking to another at a window, and a third had open-

ed ed a door belonging to the office: In the middle of the yard lay

a small leather purse with swo keys hanging at it, with money in

it, but nobody would meddle with it. I asked how long it had

lain there, the man at the window said it had lain almost anhour,

but that they had hat meddled with it because they did not know

but the person who dropped it might come back to look for it. I

had no such need of money, nor was the sum so big that I hid any

inclination to meddle with it, or to get the money at the hazard

it might be attended with; SO I-seemed to go away, when the man

Mho, had openecrthe door said he would take it up, but so that if

the right owner came for it he should,,be sure to have it. -So he

went in and fZtched a pail of water, and set it'down hard by the

purse, then vent again and fetched some gunpowder, and tast i good

deal of powder ppon the purse, and then Made a train from that.,

which he had thrown loose upon the purse. The train reachechabout
.

two yards. After this he goes in a third time and fetcAes out a

pair of tongs red hot, and which he had prepared, I suppose, on

purpose, and first settinf fire to the train of powder, that sing-

9

r

9

4

4

9. From this account the render can learn something about the

relationship amiong fear, greed, and ingenuity. The action

took place during the outbreak of the Great Plague of London.

Why was the man afraid to handle the purse with his hands?

How did he avoid doing so?

He used ingenuity to satisfy his

his fear.

despite

1Denholm,'R., 6'Holciani, M. Elementary Algebra, Part 2.

BostorK Houghton Mifflin CcN (1973), p. 392.

2
Freeman, I. physics, Principles and Insights. N.Y.:

McGraw Hill (1973), pp. 186 and 188.

a
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ed the purse, and also smoked the air sufficiently. But he was

not content with that, but he then takes up the purse 144th the

tongs, holding it so long till the tongs burntthrough.the purse,

and then he shook the money out into the pail of eater, so he

- arried it in. The poney. a: I remember,4'as Aout thirteen

shillings and some smooth groats and brass farthings ri

1McDonpell, H., Nakadate,, N., Pfordiesher, J., S Shoemate, T.
England in Literature. Clenview, 111.4 Scott, Foresman
and Co. (1974), pp. 294-295.

'
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Notations'6-8 These notations describe definitional relationships, in which a
whole is defined by listing its parts or a concept is defined by
the relationship among its parts.

Notation 9 This notatIoniprovides the readets a list of the important'concepks
and leads them. to a statement, of their reistionship by questionings

I

it
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F. Sequence

1. Demonstration gloss

Different degrees of sleep. When you lie down to Sleep,

it usually takes about twenty minutes to lose contact with the

things around you. For about the next forty minutes: your sleep

becomes deeper because body processes are sitting down and the

conscious mind is stopping its activity. In other words, about

an hour elapses before you reach a condition of'deep sleep.

You continue sleeping deeply for another hour or two. Ddting the

text two or three hours, your sleep becomes lighter. You gradually

wake up during the last 04 or threl hours.

Thus, we can divide an eight-hour period of sleep into four
parts: (l) going to sleep, (2) deep sleep, (3) light sleep, and
(4) waking up. This is the typical sleep pattern for an adoles-

cent and an adult.'

In a flash distillation plan, water is changed quickly into

steal without boiling the water. This is done by letting heated

water flow into a chamber in which the air pressure is low. The

steam arms in the chalaber, cools:and changes back into water..:

This water; which is fresh water, is collected.2

The Sinking of the'kusitanid

According to the "rules of war" neutral ships were not to be

attacked by wetting nations. Britain began to paint nedtral mark-

14 on her ships and to fly neutral flags -- especially the'American
flag.

,

1

2 -"4

'\l. This, section de'Se.rites a sequence that,occurs during sleep.

Notice that the sequence is summarized by the 4 parts listed

in the second paragraph.

2. 'The process of flash distillation which is described here can

be thought of as a sequence of events.

1) Water is heated.

2) It flows into a low pressure chamber.

3) Some of it becomes steam.

4) The steam rises.

S) The steam cools and changes back into water.

6) The water is collected.

3' You may understand this section better if you are aware of

the sequencb of political events it describes. Reread the

section with this sequence in mind:

1) By 1915 English ships used the American flag - and flags

of other neutral countries - for protection, taking advan-

tage,of the "rules of war."

2) Hay 7, V15 - The English ship, the Lusitania, carrying

some Amefican passengers and flying the American flag,

was sunk by a Getman submarine.

3) After Max 7, 1915, the United States almost entered the

war, but President Wilson prevented thisby getting a

German apology and a stop in German attacks on passenger

ships.

4) 1916 - Wilson was re-elected with the slogan, "He kept us

out of war!" '

5) By 1917 several American ships werq sunk by German sub-

'meanest

6) 1917_=)In the Zimmerman Note, Germany tried to convince

Mexico to join, the war with Germany if the U.S. joined

against Germany.

104
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00 Mat 7 III), the grttleh ship, tf. .wattan., wOO

with tartly 12)) ces.alcies Alto they had been vetoed of

tbe leasers. 128 AM'S... contists watt .sons those who died The

Leasibrma flee the America, flog hoping to coofuse the Germans

Today, ve tr Ghat lc vas 101,71,n smowniti,n. le ylolsti,, of

ogre meets sbowt passeoger ship. The sitting of the naweind,d

&lamer retard the laded Stotts co enter the vat io 1913 Sut

nodded Vilsoe veaeudevsfel in getting a derma .pology ...d

teeVetety tad to eubsacirso .11.06. on pmssemger liter.

",lo the middle 'Yacht ...sinania crises, the 1916 presidential

electio, vss hold rns tepublicans nomiastani Charles Evans

facet, PV09.ssive severe., of Nap York, ape POOdler S.-peeve Court

jmetlte O. Semuccsts momioeted Wilson .0.10 and appealed to the

vvalit with the Ginn -Me 0471 4. our of le.'" On electiot night

011e0e vent to bed thlaling Mushes had von gut when the eotes

Isere .11 actoted..Milevo vas the winner

Thl Zimmermat Sete

Wilsot ws. finally forced into the at when the Stitt., ee-

l...4 . mots sent by the German foreign itlster. Zimmer..n to

the Sesicam govetsmetc Th.jeoce proposed that Mexico jolt on

alllehce with Lerma% if rho halted grates vett to war against (7,4

Ammer.' ;owes MA1110'. reverd voyld be recovery of TOXAO,

hattote, striate KilIi015 And. ousApell 1, 1917. 911en. soltv3

Ccastaeee los Seel ,,,,, no of vat BY Ole lime. several Americus

.hips had been sunk by Cerra substarltee Alter sewsrs1 dsys of

deists, Congress declsted vat on Cerway on April 6. 1917 3

)4te
ICitto, I . Jun., C , I. ecr, J Modern Peale,
ILL Molt. elnebart, 4 vinetnn (1974). p 306

4Ma6p0l1. m . tousles., L., A 6111.. 5 Explode/ Earth
and Space liver !trod. Ill Laldlov Bros (1970,
1.159

J, tamer. C Mitsstos, C 4 01eieges, C

a- trio.: &melte! 11e401.0. 111 Scott, 701001140
11714 CO (1977), pp 573 -571

NotAfions 1-3

a

as

7) sop 7, 1917 - what. ask.. for a Declscselon of

8) April 6. 1,17 - Cot ..... passed the necla0e11).

#1 - This notation directs the reader to a sequence of events.

#2 - This notation summarizes the text with a sequence of events.

03 - This notation provides a seq e as an advance organizer for the re-'
reading of the text.
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2. Developmental gloss

It pleased God that I was 'still spared, and very hearty and

sound in health, butvery impatient of being pent up within doors'

without air, as I have been for fourteen days or thereabouts, and

I could not restrain myself,but I would go to carry a letter for

my brother to the post - houses When it WS indeed that I observed

a profound silence in the styeets. 4When I came to the post-house,

as I went to.put in my letter, I saw a an stand in one corner of

the yard and balking to another at a window, and a third had open-

% ed a door belonging to the office. In the middle of the yard lay

a small leather purse with two keys hanging at it; with money in

it, but nobodx would meddle with it. Tasked how long it had lain

there, the can at the window said it had lain almost an hour, but '

that they had not meddled with it because they did not kn);, but

the person Vho dropped it might-='Come back to look for it. ; had

no such need of money, nor was the sum so big that I had any in-

clination to meddle.with it, or to get the money at the hazard it

might be attended'with: so I seemed to go away, when the Ilan who

had Opened the door said he wpuld take it up, but so 'that if the

right owner came for it he should be sure to have it. So he went

in and fetcliep a 'Sail of water, and set it down haid by the purse,

then west again and fetched dome gunpowder,'and cast a goOd deal

of powder upon ke purse, and then made 'a train.fram that which

he had thrown loose upon the purse. The train reached about two

yards. After this he goes in a third time and fetches out a pair

of4tongsered hot, and which he had prepared, I suppose, on purpNe,

and first setting fire eb the train of powder, that singed the

purse, and also smoked the air sufficiently. But he was not con-

tent with that, but he then takes up the purse with the tongs,

holding it s; long till the tongs burnt through the purse, and

then he shook the money out into the pail of water, so he carried

it in. The money, asj remember, was about thirteen shillings

and some smooth groats and brass fiirthings . . . .1

V.

1
A

1. The peculiar activities described here took place during the

outbreak of the Great P1 gue oti London. List the sequence of

actions that the writer served at the post-house;

e'
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Notations 113 ace notations of developMental gloss illustrate the same uses of sequence

hose illustrated in the above demonstration gloss. 08ith developmental
itibate. however, the reader'is involved in written activities.
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II. Strategies

4r. Purpoie -

At 1. eemonsfrition -

'Ameritliving in 1876 often called their tine the "Ag; of

Invenfion"'and the "Age of Improvement." An amazing number of new

inventions were developed in the last half of.tpe nineteenth cen-

tury. Hany people believed thotthese inventions were helping to

create a better worldone in which peopie.were able "y satisfy

their wants with'less effort and cost thad,before."

Writers and' public speakers of the time often talked ;bout

/he "wonders of American invention." But inventions come aboa

due to the efforts of a great number-of people in an countries.
#7#

American inventions of the late 18008 often were based on the sci-.

entific discoveries of Europeans. American inventors, however,

used these.discoveries to make practical things for everyday use.
7 .

This walotke special genius of American invention.

°"7"erk
Atr. J

"A Fit Occupant for tins Weird Scene"

In the late 1800s, many Americans had a pppular image of in-

ventors: They thought inventors were mechanical wizards who could

turn the forces of nature into wonderful devices for people to use.
$'

4mariCans thought of the as working late into the night searching

fodipew Ways to make life better for people. 4--

1. V.

Let's visit the person who*most nearly fit this image. 4pr

guide will be a reporter who visited the inventor at his shop in

the summer5of 1479. 104.

It is black midnight, add the stillness and awe of that

lonely hour have settled upon the pleasant hills and pretty homes

of the remote New Jersey village. Only one or two windows gleam

faintly, as though through dusty panes. The traveler directing

his steps by.their light, enters a door, passes to a flight of

)"

1

a

)

a.4

r-

1. An author always has a purpose fof writing. A reader should

always,have a purpose for reading. Sometimes the reader's

purpose and the author's purpose are the same'. The reader's

purpose and the'author's purpose for )1 might be'very,similar.

*Reader's Purpose: if to udgct-ttand A/zee/tan feeling toward

'inventions and inventors in the late

.1800s

2) to get a "picture" of the inventor at

work in his surroundings

Reader's Questions

Related to Purpose: 1) Now did Americans feel-about inventions

and inventors?
a.

2) What words could be used to describe

the inventor in his surroundings?,

Reader's Rate

Related to Purpose: Read )1 quickly to get a feeling and pic-

ture of the setting.

lit)
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Notation 1 -

tr

'Tadao,. 7 ,'hatter, C . hioseboe. C Andielzger, C
AII4(1SA' Avarice' Cileveev. Ill Scott, tarots.' wad Ce
(1077). pp All-Al)

2

The demolastration gloss for the strategy, estaklishing purpose, e hasizes
that just as authors have a purpose for irriiingA.readers should al o have a
purpose for reading. The strategy of establishinta purpose'invp1 es a three-
step process: . ....

i

(1) Stating the purpose -A. In this example, demonstrati

'gloss provides objectives /reasons for readint since
they are not specifically gibed in the text.

(2) Generating questions -- To questions that directly
relate to the purpose .are given,, in the demonstration

gloss to help the readers see the relationships betide n
questions and purpose. .

.

(3, Determining rate 7 Th rate'tbr reading is directly

*N1

related to the putpose. In this example. the reader
is to read for an overal- feeling and picture father '

than for specific details; therefore, the dsmonetration
gloss tells the reader to reltd!quickly.

...

I

4



1 I 2

The "Wizard of Menlo Park"'

Thomas A. Edison wasprobably America's most'famous inventor.

He fits the popular image well because it was,- in large part,

created by his own life. As a child, he wore out hisiparents and

teachers with his constants questions. He was curious about every-
.

thing. On one occasion, as the story goes, he sat on some.'eggS td

see if he could make them hStch. On another, he set fire to hiss

lather's barn,"to see what would happen..4.

This type of curiosity.led one of his teachers to call him

"addled" and so his mother, a former schoolteacher, decided to

teach him at home. He read all the science books he could get his
t

hands on. Soon he was conductin&'exPeriments in'a ishorathiy he

set up in one corner 4 a baggage c.sii. ay the time he was 16,,he,

ram a telegraph operatdr for the railroad. Later, he.woriced for

company that reported the priced of stdeks on the New York Stock

Exchange. He developed a machine to help do thfs work and that

sold it to the company torte. lot of money. At the,age of 23,'he

Vas able to quit working and devote himself to inventing.

b

From his small laboratory in Newark, New-Jersey, Edison began

turning out inventions at an amazing rate, Soon he was applying

for a new patent on an average of every six weeks. A patent is a

government grant which gives a person or a company the exclusive

right to make, use'or sell a new invention for'a number of years.

The rirst United States Congress it up the patent system to

encourage inventions by Americans.".If the invention was registered

with the government and gran* a patent, or certificate. the own-

ere could prevent others from,making, selling, or using it in the

United States for a period'ofavYtnteeh years.

Americans`based this system on English practice. Samuel * .

Hopkins received the first United States patent in 1790. It was

for a machine to make potash, a material used to make soap, fertil-

izer, and glass. Since then millionsef inventions have been pat -

ented by all kinds of people from Children to 100-year-old grand-

mothers.1

2

3'

2. and 3. Follow 3 steps in Establishing a Purpose:

1. State the purpose--Why should I read this' What

important information should I

learn from reading this'

2. Ask questions related to the purpose.

3. Determine thrate at which you should read.

speed depends on the purpose.

Reading

Establishing a Purpose for the section "The 'Wizard of Menfo Park:

1. Sta.te the purpose: ,a) To gain some background knowledge

of Thomas Edison: his life,

character, and his inventions

b) To be able to explain the U.S.

' patent system and its history

2. Questions: a) Name one characteristic of the person,

Thomas Edison.
4
b) What are some of his inventions'

c) What is a patent?
) 1

d) Where did ;he Americans gqt the idea for

the patent system?

3. Rate: Read )2 about Thomas Edison's life quickly.

Read the information in )3 whiCh explains the

U.S. patent system,slowly to learn more details.

1131.10:;ey, 3,, Denier, G., Hitsakos Pt C., 6 Risinger, C,

America: America: Glenview, Ill.: kScott, Toresman and Co.
(1977), p. 415.

I
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Notat ions 2 and 3 -

mit

In this example, deknstration gloss states the three steps in es-
tablishing a'purpose and leads the reader throuih an'ezaaple of each.
Notice that the gloss provides two rates for reading that relate
directly 9 the two purposes that were stated.*

J

r
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2. Developmental

2/THE SOLAR.SYSTEM

The soar system includes the'sun 4and all the planets, moons.

and other objects that travel abound it, Until 4 few yilrs ago, all

these objectti 'except our owm-earth Weresveiledin'Atery. Now

humans have visited the moon: probes have anddd on'Mars and Venus,

and spicecrafOcaMeras have sent back pictures of Mercury, Jupiter,

6 and the moqns of.Mars and Jupiter. RhoOlidge about 'the solar system

has thus increased tremendously.'
,

CHECKUP

1. What objecare part of:the solar system/ Give a

brief description of eat type of object.

2. List the nine 'genets in order of their distance from

the sun. InAicate which ones are mainly rock and iron and which

ones are mainly gaseous. Which planet is almost a complete myst:af;

b, 3. In what ways is tge earth different from the other

planets?2

1Danzer, G., 6 Larson, A. Land and People' A World Geography.'
Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Foresman And Co. (079), p. 69.

2
Idea, p. 73.

115
A

1

2

1

1. The title and the introduction to this'section found in 11 tell

the5reader that this section is about the solar system. This

introduction should help the reader estaklish a purpose for

reading.

State a purpose for reading:

2. (After stating a purpose, the reader should ask 2 or 3 questions
.

that might be answered if the text is read for that'purpose.

The questions at the end of the section in 12 might be helpful.)

Write the purpose questions:

1.

2.

3.

(To accomplieh the fZirpose for reading and to answer the
Je

_ questilts, what would be a good reading rateI)

Rate- ' (Circle one)

(1) t , (2)2

Skim quickly for Modera ly,

general.ide)a fast for main
S

ideas and

some aetpils

f.

(3)

Slowly for .

specific details,
s.

definitions.

.11u



Notations 1 and 2 -

ra.

41

The purpose of this developmental gloss notation is to help the testier
develop the strategy of establishing A purpose by outlining the 3-step
process: stating purpose, generating related questions, and determin-
ing rate. In this example, to establish a purpose (i.e., to complete
the 3 steps), the readers' attention is directed to (1) the title and
introductory paragraph, (2) the "Check-up" questions at the end of this
section of text, sad (3) the 3 rates for reading.

a

w.
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B. Prier Knowledge

1. Demonstration

The Life of the Serf 4 7r
Life in the Middle Ages was very difficult and dangerous.

Nowhere can this be better seen than by studying the condition of

the peaunts living on the land.. Basically, theie were two types

of peasants. The first were the flee tenant farmers who paid

rent tcothe lord for working the land. The second--and by far the

largest groupwere the serfs who were bound to the land. Not per-

mitted to move from one place to another, these serfs and their
4,

descendants had to remain on the sate manor all their lives. Al-

though they were not slaves, they were'not free either. Their -

only purpose was to devote their entire life to supporting thtir

lord.

Besides being the basic source for farm labor, the serfs work-

ed the grain mills, ovens, and the wine presses. Cloth was made add

leather was tanned., There were also blacksmiths and other necessary

craftsmen living on the manor. Everything that was needed was '

either grown or manufactured on the manor.

\ The serf worked long and hard; usually from dawn to sunset.

Being at the complete mercy of the lord, he had to perform any tasks

the lord might ask of him.

The serf also owed his lord days of labor to'worklon roads,

the castle, or any other jobs the lord required. When the lord

hunted he was free to trample the fields of his peasants..

The serf had to pay heavy 1 tes. 'Each time he used the lord's

oven he paid a fee. Since he had no money,,Oe serf paid his fees

in produce. He lived In a crude hut. Always\elose to starvation, he

ate soup and coarse bread, and only on rare occasions did he eat

meat. If his crbs failed to grow or were'destroyed by the weather,

he starved.1

1

1. In order to understand "The Life of a Serf," you need to recall"

the description of life on a manor. Reread "Manorialism".

(p. 261) to review the environment in which a serf lived.

Refer to the diagram as a review guide.

)() t ) eadow
Pores-}

( ) Q)k )
Manor

(N., I ( I)' A Mdnor

Fteid

0000
0

)1, "The Life of the Serf," tells about two types of peasants

who lived in the feudal society. The life of a serf, one type

of peasant, is described in detail.

1Capelluti, F., 6 Grossman, R. The Human Adventure.
San Praneisco: Field Educational Publications, Inc. (1970),
pp. 264-265.

I
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NotAtion 1 -

(

4%.

Prior knowledge, in'this example, refers to re Zing general information

rather than specific details that will help the reader understand what i
to be read. demonstration gloss directs the reader.to review a previo ,

section and provides a guide (diagram) kpn this review.

1 2
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Multi -cellelar Plants as Organisms

There is a difference between
the body structuft o f animals

and_plAnts.s, An animal has cells that sake up tissues. The tissues
sake up orga. The organs make up organ systemsN

such as the ner-
vous system and the digestive system which you have just studied.

4

The organization i,tzlt quite the same'in plants. There are
calks, of coarse, and 1.6 higher planti there are tissues. We can
even call the roots,-the stems, and to leaves of a tree organs
becitile these structures are made up of'different tissues that work
together to do special jobs for the tree. However, there art no

organ systems'cosparable rb those goanimals.1

1Brandwein, P., Broviy, D., Creenston, A., A Yasso, W.
Life, ....Biological $dience. N.Y.: Haregyrt, Brace,
Jovanovich (1975), p. 122.

I.2 1.

r

2

3

o ,

Ise

2: and 3. To understand the -title.of this unit, the reader needs

to know the meanings of multicellular and organisms. "Multi"

paeans "many." In an earlier unit the word cell was defined

as, the basic unit of a ltvingthing. Maticellular is a word

describing a living thing that is made of many cells.

. .

"Organise was defined earlier in the text. The information,

learned earlier on pages 89 and 90 defines, organism as an or-
.

'.' ganization to carry on the function of living things.

The title, igefors, explains that this unit is about plants

which are lt0T4 things, or organisms, made of many cells.

The fitdt sentence in 12 tells the reader. that thhhody struc-

ture of animals and plants will be corplied in 12 and 13.

r---z"

The reader needs to use the knowledge learned about animals in

the previous chapters to make this comparison. )2 gives a

brief summer§ of tiis "old knowledge." Tben the information

in )3 compares plant organization to animal organization. The

chart shows this aieparison:

Ani Plants
1. made of 1. made of cells

2. cella make up tissues some higher plants have
1

3. tissues make up tissues

SWAM 3 a tree'Aroots, stems and

4. organs make up organ leaves are like organs

1:1111KESP-.1
systems'

It .

1"kr, 4.
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Notations 2 and 3 In this example, prior knowledge refergrto information given previously
kn this text. Deponstration gloss (1) provides the specific information
given in previous units in the text which is needed to understand the
material to be read and (2) helps the reader relate and coepare this
prior knowledge with the new information in this passage.

5,

12,0

1
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2. DeVelopmental

EgyptiaR Farming 0

Irrigation was quite simple in Egypt. Since the, flooding of

the was predictable, farmers could tell accurately when the

flooding was about to - begin. The building ofonals-and catch

basins was also quite easy. How did this compa" with the situa-

tion in Sumer? What effect did Sumerian faring methods have on

city growth? Can you explain why no large cities developed in

early Egyptil

The nervous system: We can compare your nervous system with a

telephone network. Just as telephone wires:Cariy ix:teeing calls

to the central exchange, threadlike nerves carry impulses from the

sense organs to your central exchange, the brain and-spinal cord.
2

1
t

Capelluti, F., S Grossman, R. The Human Adventure.

San Francisco: Field Educational Publications, Inc.

(1970), p. 89.

2
0tto: J., Julikul, C., & Tethet, J. Modern Health.'

HOhl Holt, Rinehart, and Winston (1976),, p".211.

12

1

2

-

1. The infoimation in )1 explains that irrigation was simple in

Egypt for two reasons: 1) the flooding of the Nile, and 2) the

ease of building canals and catch basins. The authors want the

reader to compare the Egyptian irrigation system with that used

by the Sumerians. To make this comparison, the reader musE7i1,-

late this information, on Egyptian farming to the information

read in a previous segipion about Sumerian farming.

I .

Reread pa and 64 and answer the following:

1) Was Sumer located near rivers?

2) What caused the soil near the rivers to be rich and

fertile?

3) What did the Sumerians do to increasekthe amount of

rich fertile soil?
5'

The author provides Iwo questions in J1 to help the reader com-

pare Egypt and Sumer. Think about these two questions:

1) What effect did Sumerian farming methods h'ave on city

growth?

2) Can you explain why no large cities developed in early

Egypt?

.After answering the'questions referring to previous knowledge

about Sumeria and thinking about the questions the author asks
.

in )1, compare Egyptian and Sumerian farming.

2. The author suggests in j2 that one way to understand the

nervous system is.to compare_it to something familiar. What

is the familiar system suggested by the author?

12
Fill in the blanks below to make the comparison given in )2.
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Notation 1 -

Notation 2 -'

.128

In this example: the text directs the render to relate prior knowledge
gained...from reading a previoUs section of,the text to the information
in the bracket. Developmental gloss assists the reader by providing
question* that focus on information needed to make comparisons.

In this example, analogy is used to relate something familiar to the
;easier (i.e., prior knowledge) to new, more complex information pre-
sented in the text. Developmental gloss requires the reader to re-
spbnd to indicate understanding of the analogy given.

1

:12,7
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C. Organization
,.

9

I. Demonstration

Actual Union Operations

Let us now turn to the operations of a

restraints which have been imposed upon'it.

work? What do unions actually do?

union within these

How does unionism

Collective Bargaining

One of tha main functions of unions is,to engage in collective

bargaining with employers. In individual barSainimk. the employer

deals with each employee separately in arriving at the terms of em-

ployment. In collective bargaining, however, the employer deals

with the workers as a group. The workers, joined together in a

union. delegate to union officials the authority to bargain for them
with their employer.

Suppose that a union is 'trying to Organize the workers in a
particular factory. The union petition's the National Labor Relations
Board for an election to determine whether or not the workirs w.feat

the union as their representative.

Upon the approwel of the NLRB, the workers are given secret
ballots., If enough pro-union votes are received (a simple majority

in mese states), the NLRB will certify the new union as the sole

collective bargaining agent for the factory.

A meeting is scheduled between union and management represen-

tatives to discuss a new contract. The workers will be represented

by a committee of elected union officials and perhaps a union expert

on collective bargaining.

1

The union representatives will have extensive research r'eports
s6B other data which they will use to back up the union's deaandg.

The union's economic research staff, paid by union dues, provides
'

considerably more data than an individual worker could obtain by,
himself.

a

V

1. The passage titled "Actual Union Operations" has several

subheadings.. To help,you ouanize the section, group the sub-
7'

headings
.

in the followini.drder:

A. Collectiverargatning

B. ,I. Mediation

2. Voluntary Arbitration

3. Fact Finding

This section cells about the

main function of labor unions.

After reading, you should,be

able to describe collective

bargaining, who_ls involved,

and what issues are considered.

The 3 subheads identify other

methods,to use when collective

barbaining fails. Compare the

3 methods and know what is dif-

ferent about each one. Refer

to figure 20-3 (p. 345).

' G. 1. Presidential Influence These 2 sections discuss pow -

2. Injunction 6 Seizure era imposed by the President

D. Compulsory Arbitration

Or U.S. Government. Form

questions: Why Presid6ial

influence? and What are in-

junctions and seizures? to

guide your organizing infor-

'mation.

This section reports on a

method that is rarely used.

Can you find a cause and ef -

ct relationship between the

"compulsory" and the fact

that it is rarely Used?



On the management side of the bargaining table'vill be a man-

agement offal in charge of labor relations. He will robably

have with him the head of the company's economic research taff and

perhaps the company's attorney who specializes in labor lasj. Each

sills is prepared with economic data supporting its own point of view.

Bargaining in earnest begins.

One major issue which will -fie discussed is hourly wage rates.

Besides wages, though, workers receive othgr types of payments for

their services. These consist of the many fringe benefits, such as

vacations with pay, sick leave, retirement pensions, company -spon-

sored recreation programs, and educational allowances. These

fringe benefits may also be discudsed at the bargaining table.

Collective bargaining is a serious and complex business. It

involves much give and take on the part of both management and the

union. Every possible labor issue is resolved and put into the con-

tract. And usually some provision for resolving unforeseen issues

-- called,} grievance proceddre--is alsdlincorporated into the con-

tract.

Most union cdnrracts are the result of serious bargaining be-

tween labor and management--usually with patient cooperation and

utmost respect-for the rights of each part Although labor and

management do not always agree on all i s, they generally.strive

to live together harmoniously.

Sometimes, of course, breakdowns occur, and a contract/cannot

'be negotiated, A strike may result, although strikes are Justly,

and labor generally uses them only as a last resort. If the col -

/ lective bargaining process breaks down, other methods of resolving

differences are frequently used.

1 o



4
Mediation

, One method of resolving differences is through "mediation."

Mediation involves bringing a third person or persons into the

controversy to help settle the issues in dispute. Neither side is,

bound to accept the decision of the mediator. Thus, to function

effectively, the mediator must havethe confidencegand trust of

both management andlabor. In this way, he may serve as a counselor

and learn the concessions that each side is willing to make.

The mediator should be neutral --he should not try to help

one side at the expense of,the other. Rather, his prime objective

should be to finea solution acceptable to both parties. Mediation

is simply an aid to collective bargaining. The parties to the dis-

pete must still make their own settlements and accept full respon-

sibility for any agreement which may be reached.

4

Voluntary Arbitration

When labor and management agree to submit their differences

to the decision of a third party, and to accept the decision as

final and binding, the procedure is known as voluntary arbitration.

It is voluntary in the sense that, both parties agree ahead of tine

to accept the decision of the arbitrators as final and binding.

Fact-finding

,When collective bargaining faille labor and management may

agree to the appointment of a board to investigate a dispute and

recommend possible settlements. Neither party must accept the

board's recommendations asJihal. Once an investigating board's

findings and. recommendations have been made public, however, pop-

ular sentiment will often force the parties to accept the zeros"-
,

meadations of the board and reach an agreement.

Presidential Influence
r

Another factor which can lead to ultimate settlement of



labor-management disputes is the powers-of persuasion possessed by

the President of the United States. The President may make public

appealp to the disputing parties to reach an early agreement, al-

though, in most cases, he does so only when the dispute involves

an- industry which affects the national interest. Steel; airlines,

and railroads, for example, would be classified as such industries.

There are two major reasons why the President has considerable

influence in the settlement of labor disputes. First, the appear

presumably has the support of the general public which elected the

President to his high office. If either the union or management

completely disregards the President's views, it is likely to incur

widespread public disfavor.

Second, there is always the possibility that should the Pres-

ident's appeal go unheeded, it may be enacted into law. And both

labor and management prefer free collective bargaining to a goverr6-

ment-imposed settlement.

Injunction and Seizure

In some cases, labor and management may become hopelsly dead-

locked. A union may then call a strike - -a refusal to work until

management accepts the workers' demands. Or, management may decide

to call a lockouta refusal to admit employees for work until

they accept management's demands., When, strikes or lockouts threaten

vital industries, government has two possible Courses of action--

"injunction" or "seizure."

An injunction is a court order to refrain from acting. If

issued against a union, it directs the union not to call a strike.

If issued against a company, it directa.the company not to lock.

its employees out. The purposit-of an injunction is to maintain

the current situation for some temporary time period in which

further efforts to reach an agreement are made.

1. 3
0



A seizure involves the actual substitution of government for

managetAnt. The governmektakes over and directs the operations

of the firm. Such measures courage the employer to seek an early

settlement so that the property can be restored tp prirte oper-

ation. In addition, while government is functioning as management,

it can negotiate with the union concerning new terms of employpent.

Injunctions and seitures are last-resort attempts to resolve

labor differences. Both have been used, though, when the nation's

welfare has been threatened by a possible strike or lockout in Some

vital industry.

%-

In 1946, for example, the bituminous coal industry vas seized

and operated by the government. In this'particular case, government

officials negotiated a settlement.with the miners. In 1963, injunc-

tions were issued in the International Longshoremen's Association's

dispute with the shipping companies. The fact that injunctions and
J

seizures are used infrequently and with caution indicates the sev-

' erity of the measures.

4

Compulsory Arbitration

Under compulsory arbitration, an unsettled dispute is sub-

mitted to an arbitrator for final and binding decision. Compul-

sory arbitration,no longer exists in this country, although there

is continuing talk of asking Congress to legislate for its use in

certain vital industries.

Supporters of compulsory arbitration argue that the threat

of Tqmpulsory compliance with the arbitrator's decision would en-

courage labor and management to reach an agreement themselves--

befbre arbitration.. Opponents argue that the existence of compul-

sory arbitration actually tends to discourage collective bargaining,.

Both labor and management know that the arbitrator isthe only

party that can maks the final decision. Thus, both sides tend to

make numerous and unreasonable demands, which, in turn, hinders

the bargaining process.

ti

O

1Brown, J., A Wolf, H. Economics: Principles and Practices.
Columbus, Ohid: Charles E. Harrill Publishing Co. (1960.
pp. 343-347.
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Notation 1 -
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Demonstration as leadse'tre reader to use ii;,,,, organixatiopof eheeext%(i. ., title, subheadings) asfmst t for better undytr -standing. In this example, the sukt!ads are grouped to help the readei.
relate the information in each:



' 1 3 6

THE LANDS THEY LEFT

eThe accounts you have just read gave some clues as to why the

writers migrated to the Nen World. A look at the world they left

behind may help you better understand their view of America.

Conditions in Europe

By 1600, the population in Engl4 was growing faster, than

the\supply of food an ther goods. Trade also.increased,.and

with it the dem"! f tar materials. Wool was in especiAlly great

demand. Landowners itho had long rented out land now.discovered

they could make a larger profit by using their land to graze sheep.

Former tenant'fatmers flocked to the cities to find-Work.' This

sharp increase in laborers created much unemployment.

Economic conditions were even worst in Scotland and Ireland.

The people in these countries were at the mercy of-Einglish laws.

These laws favored English agriculture and textiles over the pro-

'ducts produced elsewhere,. There were also many people in these

countries^who did not agree with the Church'ff England and resented

having to pay taxes 00 support it. 4

' Wars haealso had harmful effects on the Europeans. Par-
.

titularly in the German st Cates, poverty and destruction were wide -

*spread. The people were anxious to find pew opportunities for

their lives.

4
Other Reasons for Migration

.There were several other manna why people left their

homes to settle in America. Many people had a love for adventure

and were restless with what they were doing. America seamed ex--%

citing. -

4

Some people habeen involved in crimes. America premised

them'a new start. For others, woip'in the colonies, for a fixed

number of years was substituted for the death penalty in major

crimes.
1

2. The organizational scheme of simple listing is used in this

r-\section, "The Lands Ty Left." The reasons'Why people left

turNe to come to America are listed and explained under the

subheads "Conditions in Europe" and "Other Reasons for Migra-

tion." After reading these two sections,.the reader might come

upwiph the following list of reasons:

1. Not enough food and other goods for the growing

population of England

mie _Unemployment in England

3. People in Scotland and Ireland'did;not agree withethe

Church of England and resented paying taxes to support

it.

4. Poverty and destruction causedby war left people

anxious to find a new life.

5. Some people wanted adventure.

6. New start for those involved in crimes

1Buggey, J., Danzer, G., Mitaakcs, C., 6 Risinger, C.

America! America! Glenview, Scott, Foresman and Co.

(1977), pp. 104-105. Ow
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Notation 2 -'

#

4,

**Demonstrat,ion gloss calls the readers' attention to the use of simple
listing. as.a scheme for organizing what is read. A list is provided
to assisiethe reader in organizing the inforaatiorifor.better under-
standing._

I-
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Effects of the Ice Age

The Ice Age had a great influence on plant and anpeal life.

The coming of the ice caused some speciewto become extinct. 1t

forced'others to,move elsewhere.

Great forests slowly disappeared as the gla iers advanced.

Trees that had,once &ream in Canada could survive ly in the, .k

southern part df the United States; Remnants of thAs pre-Ice Age

Canadian forest can still be visited th the Great Smoky Mountains.

.04
%

The /de Age encouraged the development of huge mammals,suited

to-cool, dry climates. When the ice retreated, the,hdrse, camel,

bison, and elephant survived, but other huge mammals--the mammoth,

mastodon, and saber-toothed tiger--disappeared. The human beings

who hunted the large animals had to turn to other sources

of food. Thus, the coming and going of the ice sheets tested the'

adaptability of human beings.i They responded to the challenge And

grew in knowledge and skills. 'For example, they developed agricul- 4

after the end of the Ice Age.

ye" Ice Age glaciers also shaped many of the landscapes we

see today.: -AS the ice retreated, huge depressions that had been

gouged out by the gliciers fi31ed up with water. Thus the Great

Lakes were born. Smaller depressions also filled in with water,

making Minneecita the "Land of 10,000 Lakes." The glaciers also

deposited such of the soil in the American Midwest, the plains

Europe, and northern China. In fact, many of the world's most

'productive farm:s ate on soils deposited in the Ice Age.1

1Danzer, G.,!6 Larson, A. Land and People, A World Geography.
Glenview; Ill.: Scott, Foreman and Co. (1979), PP. 111-412.

.
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3. 4. and 5. In ;Effects of the Ice Age," an organizational scheme

- of cause and effect is used. In the preceding sections, the

coming of the Ice Age with its huge glaciers was described.

Read J1, )2, and )3 to find effects in plants, animals and land

' 'caused by the glaciers. Refer to the diagram to help organize

the cause/effect relationship.

Cause Effect

Ice Age - glaciers 1 plants forests disappeared

]

animals extinct or move else-

2 where; development of

hsuge mammals

human adaRted to Changing
beings conditions

shaped landscapes

3 laid retreating glaciers

left 1. depressions

filled with

water.

2. rich soil

deposits .

1

Ono



Notations 3, 4 and 5 - Demonstration glosf leads the reader to see the use of the cause- effect
organizational scheme in this passage.
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2. Developmental

Defining the Word Race 4

What is your race? It seems as if ,this would be an easy

question, something like "What state dayou live in?" But it is

not. We know that there are fi states, each with its own name

and specific boundaries'NRaces1owever, are not like that. People

disagree strongly on howmany races there are, what they should bt

named,`; and what Their Characteristics are, or whether race is a

useful concept at all.

What is a race anyway? Sometimes we use the word race to

refer to the largest possible -group of people the human race. It

is more commonly used, however, to refer to a group of people who

are simiIar:to each other because they have certain physical char-

acteristics that are handed down from one generation co another by

heredity. '

Race in this sense, refers to certain physical traits which

we receive from ourAparents that ;et us apart from other giOups of

people. The most easily recognized features, such as the color of -

our ikin, the texture of our hair, the shape of our eyes, or south,

or nose, are usually thought co indicate racial groupings. However,

scientists have also found racial differences in blood-type, finger-

prints, the shape and number of our teeth, and the structure $f cer-

tain bones. Even then, the answer to the question, "that is your

race?" might be difficult.

A persons' race is Aevtr determined by a single physical char-

,acteristic, such as cheekbone shape or blood type. It is the gen-

eral pattecn_of all our physical Characteriestics that suggests that

we come from one or more groups of ancestors. Finally, peCause

human history has been so complicated, no matter how many different

ways we classify human beings into different racial groups, there

will always be many individuals who cannot be easily identified with

a particular race.1

*

1Danzel, C., 6 Larson, A. Land and People, A World Geography.

Glenv ew. Ill.; Scott, Foresman and Co. (1979), p. 12g.

a

2

3

1. 2. and 3. The organizational scheme of the section, "Definiig

the Word Race" is called definition because the information is

qrganized for the primary purpose of defining race. The infor-

mation in 11 points out that race is very hard to define be-

cause it is used in different ways.

Write the definition of race found in,)2:

Part of the definition of race includes lists of physical

features considered in determiSing a person's race. Na-e

some of these physical feature's given in 13.
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Family Is Improved

The dgvelopment of arming and

kimiteei the movement of Neolithic

the land, groups tended to settle

taming of animals greatly

life centered on working

area. .At first, whenever

the soil lost its richness, cOMmunit would move to other, more

fruitful lands. Later, man discovered that by *scattering fertil-

iZers--vegetables, wood ashes, and animal wastes --he could make the

same soil fertile again. Neolithic man grlaually settled down into

village communities and a common life of fariing.

Because more food was available, more people were able to

survive. A rapid growth in population resulted in an increase in

the number of villages. .Gradually, as this happened, all the soil

in one area came under cultivation. However, primitive types of

fertilizers needed a long time to be effective. Tvo ideas about

farming solved the problem. Man created the fallowing process and

the animal -dxawn plow to make certain his fields remained productive.2

I

kkanzer, G., 6 Larson, A. Land and People, A World Geography.
Glenview, Ill.: Scott, Foresman and Co. (1979), p. 128.

2 Capelluti, F., 6 Grossman, R. The Human Adventure.
.San Francisco: Field Educational Publications, Inc. (1970)
p. 47.

44,1

4

s

4. 5. 6. and 7. The section "Farming Is Improved" is organized

around many cause/effect relationships. Reread each ] and

complete the diagrams to determine the cause/effect relation-

ships.

)4
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CAUSE

working land and tamiM:.

animals

people settled in one

area

more food

available,

rapid growth in

population

Froblema:

1) all soil is

cultivated

2) fertilizer needs

a long time to be

effective

EFFECTS

limited 1.

soil lost its

2.

communities

moved

1. people

survive

ti

increase in number of

2.

man created two farming

processes:

I_ r



To allow a field'to remain fallow means not planting it for
S

. one season. The purpose is to give the soil a chance to regain

its fertility. Nitrtheless, the field must be ploveditio rid it

of weeds and to conserve its moisture. The following year another

-field would be fallowed while the first could be planted again.

The process of plowing required strength greater than man's.

In the beginning, primitive Rim's dug only a few inches into the

surface of the earth and overturned the soil. But this was not

enough to improve the output of the field. Eventually, the thought

of hitching a plow to an animal occurred, and the new farming began.

How did the use of farm animals affect man's worktime?

....--Because the men worked the fields, the women had more time to

perform tasks in the village and at home. One of these was weaving.

Up to the time of the agricultural revolution, there was very little

cloth-making. Skins oranimals had been sewn together to make rough

clothing. Now a great amount of fiber was available, including hair

and wool from domesticated animals, as well as flaX.

Woven cloth became a very important product
/
of,the new way of

life. The discovery of dyeing processes added color and variety to

the woven cloth. The agriCuIrdraI-revolution allowed Neolithic an

to dress as well as to eat better.
1

6

7

*Om
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CAUSE

min did not plant

a field for one

season

plbwing requires

strength

men worked

the fields

EFFECTS

soil regains

its 1.

qk

field could be

planted again

2.

used to plow fields

women had time to

1.

Two new processes

2.

3.

14



ME,

PHASES OF HATTER 4
rt

Experience billows that the many different kinds of matter found

in our sur idgs'can be sorted into three broad categories, called '

Physical eta or phases. One category includes solids, such as

ill

44"
'atone or stee it4nd comprises liquids, such as water or oil.

The third in eludes, gases such as air or steam. Liquids and gases

are known collectively as fluid;:\the phase of totter that can flow.

It possible to produoe phase changes in all. kinds of matter, and

sud nsitions are often brought about by changes in the conditions

of the environment, ouch as'v;Mperiture,°pressure, and so on.

.

,TTY three phases's, matter can uodally be dig° by

Obkerving how a sample behaves with respect'to Changes in is dem

or the amount of space it occupies (Fig..3.1).. A solid is charac-

,.

sceized by its strong tendency to presc2dth its original'shape

and volume, except when very strong are brought to beg!' on

it.

T.
A liquid lacks rigidi f.farm and 'tall flow even 'under the NI'

C:fofluence of its own weight% However, like a solid, it has a

ate volume and resistgstiongly any attempt to d4Onge that vorume.-

- Some maierials, such as gigs Snclodrtain plastics, appear to be

solid at ordinary temperatures but are not true solids according to
._

ca more rigorous specification givenlikelvd. 44) ,

ler:" 4 '

Gases have neither rigidity of shape nor definite volume._

Any sample of a gas, to matter hod small, will fill completely M-

any vessel to w1,414 it is admitted.2

-

1
Capelluti, F.,S Grossman, R. The Human Adventure. .

*San Franciscom Field EdUcitional Publications, Inc.
(1970), P. 47. )'

2
Fteeman, I. Physics, Principlee.add Insights.

' 44/04, McGrew-Hill (1973), pp. 41-42.

L
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8. and 9. Classifiation is the scheme used by the autRor to or-,

ganize the information in the section "Phases of Matter." 09

ganizing by classification means arrangingthingt into groups

or'categories. In section 3.2etwO classfications °n matter.

are given.

;-

Classification - 1

The first paragraph in J8 identifies three categories for

phases of matter. List the threp categories:

1. 3.

The three phases differ in their form, or shape, and volume,

or the amount of space that is occupied. The diagram below
*

lists the three phases and the Characteristics (form, volune) -of

each. Complete the missierillOrnation:

. Phases of Hatter

1. Solids

form =r solids keep

their original form '

volume - keep original
volume, except under
extreme force

2, Liquids

fprm - liquids flow

and thus lack rigidit

volume -

3. Gases

Both liquids and gale

because they flaw.
. .

.

00

to

OVII as

-.gases have
no definitefam--
th4Y will fill any
container in which
they are placed.

-A



dr''Another method f classification, more precise than the above,

is based on the atomic model of the internal structure ofomatcer.

This is a ldgical extension of Democritus' original "hunch" that

. matter is made up of aggregates of microscopic particles (atoms).

According to the atomic concept, all materials are either crystalline

or amorphout in structure.

In a crystalline soldd the stop are closely packed and held

close to certain regularly spaced fixed locations by electric

forces acting between the atoms. The spacing and arrangement of

all.these positions form an imaginary framework called the space

lattice of the crystal. Each kind of crystal has its-characteristic

Lattice whose form and dimensions can be investigated by means of-
.

x rays (Ref. 3.3). Two relatively simple examples of lattice struc-

ture are represented in Fig. 3.2.

4 .
In actual mineral crystals the atoms are not all artanged in

the ideal way 5bst described. There are many places where the lat-

tice has dislocations, regions where the lattice is lotally distort-

ed and where the arrangement of the atoms, departs from regularity

(see Fig. Ma). Crystal defects may also be present: Some lattice

points are unoccupied, or an occasional foreign atom may be present

among the ones that belong there (Fig. 3.3b).' Such im0k3 ities can

produce great changes in the methaniCal, electrical, and other-prop-

erties of some crystals, sometimes leading to important technical

applications, such as the transistor (page 427).

Large single crystals can often be grown from a solution or

-from a melted sample of the material. The external shape of such

a crystal reveals features of the invisible lattice structure, but

in most easel of crystallization the, solid that forms is made up

of a rigid mass of small individual crystals, stuck together in

random positions. A single crystal of the same-material,is about

a hundred times as strong as this aggregate.l
4

z

4

"Amorphous"

is from a
Greek word
meaning
"without

form."

9

Classification - 2

The second classification )9 is based on the internal struc-

ture of the atomic structure of matter. The first paragraph in 19

identifies the two groups (Note the marginal definition for one

group). List,the name's of the two groups in the diagram below.

One characteristic of, each group is given below the blank.

1

Atomic Structure of Matter
ti

1. definite form 2. shapeless or without

form

Freeman, I. Physics, Principles and Insights. New York:

McGraw -Hill (1973), pp. 42-43.
.
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The Nature of Taxei*

What exactly is meant by "ability to pay"? Now ouch more

ability to pay taxes does a person who earns $20,000 a year have

than another who earns m14,510,000? Is it twice as much, more

than, twice as much, or perhaps less? Our answer to this question

will indicate whether we prefer "proportional," "progressive," of

"regressive" taxes.

Proportional Taxes

A proportional tax is one in

taxation is the sane for everyone.-

is 20 per cent of taxable income.*

to able income would pay $2,000 in

$20,000 would have to pay.$4,0n:

which the percentage rate of

'Assume that the income tax rate

The person with a $10,000

taxes, while the person with

: '1,4Tb many people, a propoitional tax is a fair tax. The

---.1j4141
ce as such prose, they argue, should-belie to pay

ch tax. Others, (toweur, insist that progressive taxes

iProgressive Taxes *

, A progiessiVe tax is one whir}: imposes a higher percentage

t rate of taxation on persons with high incomes than on shose with

Law incomes. The federal income tax is a progressive tax because

as taxable income increases, the percentage rate get; higher. Ac-

cording to,ferderal law, a tax rate of only 14 perent is imposed

on the first $600 of taxable income. The top.rate is 70 per cent
,..

on all taxable income in excess of $100,000.

person

twice as

ar:rbest.

4

Regressive Tae

A regressive tax ii one which imposes a higher percentage race

Of taxation on low incomes than on high incomes. Sales taxes are

tlot all of a person's income is subject to taxation. The law
allows certain deductions from'ota/ income to arrive at taxable
income. rs;able income,thus, is a person's total income which is
subject th tax after certain deductions have been Fade.

v
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10

11

10. Titles and subheadings in the text

the passage is organized.

can help you understand how

The tiCle of this passage is "The Nature of Taxes." Three sub-

headings indicate the types of taxes that are4xplained.

Finish 04 organization of the passage as given'by titIts and.

subheadings:
0

3. The nature of,taxes

A. Proportional taxes

B.

C.

Comparing and contrasting is a strategy to help you organize the

informatio as you read. Compare and contrast the three types
of tars.

The three taxes are defined by howmuch tax ve pay in relation

to amount of income. ThP is the percentage tate of tax.

As you read 1).determine.the rat £.c each type-of oax 'and fits'

effect on.high or low incomes; 2) compare the three types of

taxes; 3) try to give practical examples.

Comparing and contrasting the three.taXes helped you to or-

ganize the passage .bile you were reading.

PropOrtional tax*

rate is the for high and low incomes.!

Progressive tax

rate is for higher than lower incomes.

Example:

Regrissive tax

rate is for lower than hirer incomes.

Exaaple:

L
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regarded as regressive. Those who have very low incomes must

spend a higher percentage of their incomes for taxable items. Per-

sons vrtth high incomes, however, tend to save a larger part of their'.

earnings. Thus, the percentage which they spenlen taxable goods is

less than that of persons with lover incomes.

14t us look at a specifid example. Suppose that a person

with a $5,000 income spent his entire earnings on food, clothing,

Table 12-1
An Illustration

oi

Regressive Taxation "'

Person with Person with'
Income of Income of

$5,000 $ 0 000

Amount spent
.

subject to tax $5,000 $10,000

Amount of tax
f. .

,

@ 4 per cent 200

Percentage of total'

income aid in tax 42 22

and shelter for his family. Suppose chat another person had an in-

come of $20,000. ,Half of it he spent for the essentials of life

` and for luxury itele;e«Vsaved the remainder, inveating part of it

in stocks and bonds. The state sales tax rate, let us assume, is

4 per cent.

:Table 12-1 shows the sales tax which both individuals paid.
C

Although the person with the higher income paid more dollars in

taxes, the percentagt tax rate was less. This is what is meant by

a regressive taxi

IRrown, 2., & Molt, H. Economies: Principles and Practices.
Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing, Co. (19#58)
,pp. 36-37.
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Notations 1 - 10 --

V

Definition, Cause- effect, classification, and compare-contrast are
examples of organizational schemes provided in the text that the reader

aboard recognize. Developmental gloss tells the reader what scheme is

being used and then requires the reader to indicate understanding of

the scheme by responding to the activities. In a progression of

activities, developmental gloss woUld require readers to 4dentify the

schemes. Notice that in Notation 10 the readers' attentionfis directed
to the external organization as well as the schemeof compare and contrast.
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D. Monitoring

1. Dempstration

'

NEED,FOR WEATHER FORECASTING

Why are roather.a/erCs necessary?
How do weather forecasts help farmers?
How do weather forecasts help travelers?
How do weather forecasts help you?

weather alert

Have you ever heard # weather alert (uh-LART) on radio of

TV? If you have, you know that such a broadcast is a warning about

the weather that is 'given to help people. A weathei alert warns of

a storm, very cold temperatures, very warm temperatures, flooding,

or drought. The realm for the warning is that if people know what

'Ithliveather is likely to be-, they can better prepare for it.

A weather alert helps people decide whethei" or not they

Should go outside and what they should wear. A weather alert alio

helps people decide what precautions they ihould take with regarl

to property and if they should find a safe place to stay. As you

can see, whatever the reason for a weather alert; people are helped

by it. Have xou ever been helped by a weather alert? If so, how?

How forecasts help farmers

Weather forecasts are helpful to farmers. These forecasts

help farmers decide when to plant their crops. These forecasts

also help farMers decide when to harvest certain crops. Weather

forecasts help farmers in other ways, too. What other ways can

you think of that weather forecasts may help farmers?

'How forecasts help travelers

Weather forecaats are verzilseful to travelers. For example,

suppose yobs know, that there are storms along the route you will be

traveling. It might help you lecide to spend the night where you

were. Or suppose you know that an airport might become snowbound.

It might help you decide to postpone a plane trip for a few days.;.

\<.

1

/

C-

1. To check understanding of pages 233 and 234, the reader should

follow these steps:

1. Go bac06..to the purpose set for reading. The author of

this section provides a title that helps the reader establish

a purpose: to find out why there is a need for weather fore-

casting.

The reader then asks whether or not the purpose vas accom-

plished.

2. Go bad( to the purpose questions. Again, the'author of

this section provides the purpose questions in 11.

The reader attempts to answer the purpose questionegiven in

)1.

d

3. If the reader has problems determinengtether the pur-

posewas accomplished or cannot answer the purpose questions,

then he should

a) study the text organization of pages 233'and 234- -

the four subheadings in this section correspond to the

four questions.

ha reread the information under the subheadings of the

question or questions that were problems.

4, The reader should think again about his understanding of

pages 233 and 234 after following Steps 1-3.

1 v 1
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Weather forecast's also help people who are transporting goods or

people. For example, weather Kirecasta help truck drivers and bus

drivirs know what the road conditions will be like. Weather fore-
:

casts also help railroad engineers,+airplane pilots, and ships',

captains Wow what co e ect ahead. Why eight this be important?

Wha season of the year do you think is
the Worst for traveling in your part of
the country?

Why?

How forecasts help you

As you may know, people listen to weather forecasts in the

evening to find out. what the weather will be like the next day. Or

they listen to weatherIorecasts in the,morning before they have

home. When do you listen to weather forecasts? Why?

k

A weather forecast say help you decide if you should wear a

raincoat or carry an umbrella. It say help you decide if you

should wear boots and gloves. It say also help you decide if you

An do sonething'outside or if you should plan to do something in-

sid. What has a weather forecast helped you to depide lately?'
4

/Maven, M.; Douglass, L., & Ellis, D. Exploring Earth and
Space. River Forest, Laidlow Bros. (1978), pp. 233-234.

Notation 1

t

Inmonitoing compreheniion, the focus of demonstration gloat is
leading-the readers to an awareness of their understanding of the
text and the need to evaluate their comprehension. In this example,
'the reader is led to monitor/check understanding through the steps
involved in establishing a purpose. In this text, the pugpose and
purpose-related questions are given, and the reader is aslesd to check
understanding by referring to the questions after reading. For the
reader experiencing difficulty, demonstration gloss gives alternative
suggestions to be .followed in achieving the purpose for reading.
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2. Developmental

THE OCEAZI FLOOR
.

What is the ocean floor next to the
continents like?

What part of the ocean floor I's flat?

What part of the ocean floos has
mountains and valleys?

4111Ontinental shelf and slope

Have you ever stopped to think that most people probably

know more about the surface of the moon than they know about the

bottom of the oceans. Scientists have very good maps of the moon's

surface. ButIuth of the ocean' floor is either not mapped or only

poorly mapped. Why, do you think, this is so?

Suppose the Atlantic Ocean could be drained so that you could

walk from any place on the east coast of the United States to any

place along the coast of Europe. What would your journey be like?

First, you would walk across the continental (KAHHT-uhn-ENT-al)

shelf. The continental shelf is an area of the ocean floor next to

a continent that gently slopes downward. In fact, it usually slopes

about 2.25 meters for every kilometer (12 feet for every mile).

As you might ,guess,the contifiental shelf is not the Same

width all the way around the United States. Off the coast of San

Francisco, for example, the shelf is only about 48:kilometers (30

miles) wide. Off the coast of Boston, however, the shelf is abBut

415 kilometers (260 miles) wide. How much wider is the shelf off

Boston?

1f. you continued walking toward Europe, you would eventually'

come to what is Balled the shelf break. Here, the slope suddenly

begins to get steeper. This,is where the continental shelf ends.

It i.r-stifl not very deep here compared to the great ocean depths.

It may be om 40 meters (130 feet) deep to 500 meters (1,600 feet)

deep a the shelf kaiak.

t

1.-8. Monitoring what you read is a strategy for checking your un-

d/tstanding of the passage.

In "The' Ocean Floor" use the passage organization (title and`

subheads) to help check or monitor yout.understanding.

The title and the three subheads indicate topics to

be discussed. Refer to the illustrations on page 416

and 417 to see where the areas of the ocean floor are

located.

2. The questions given in 31 helped the reader identify a

purpose for reading. ,

3. In order to check understanding, the reader should try to

answer the purpose questions.

4. Fh31 in the missing information in the following outline

to drganize the information needed to answer the questions.

1.

I. The Ocean Floor (title)

A. Continental shelf and slope (subhead 1)

1. Continental shelf

. a) location: next to a continent

b) description:.
12

2. Shelf break

a) location:

33 b) description: 'lope is quite steep

3. Continental slope

'34 a) location:

b) description: vet, steep downward slope

fB. Abyssal plain (subhead 2)

j5 1. location:

2:( description: very flat, scattered with seamounts

or underwater mountains
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The continental slope begins at the shelf (break. This area
I

drops down about 95 meters per kilometet-(atiout 930 feet per mile).

It drops down to 4 or 5 kilometers (about 13,000 to 16,900 feet?

below sea level. You night think of the continental shelf and the

continental grope as part); of a continent that are below sea level.

If so, where dm'You think the continent really. starts?

4, Abyssal plain

If you walked alt the way doWn the continental slope, you
A

would come'to the abyssal (uh-BIBS -uhl) plain. The abyssal plain

is very flat. It makes up about a third of the ocean floor.

If you continued your journey to Europe., you would probably

see a few momapins rising from the abyssal plain.' These Under-

water mountains would be scattered overthe abyssal plain. Such

mountains are. called SeaMOUntS (SEE-eowncs). They are formed by

underwater volcanoes. Some seamounts rise more than a kilometer

(over 3,000 feet) above the abyssal plain. Some of than are so

tall that they extend above the surface of the water.

Sometimes there are aeamounts with very flat tops. 'These

seamounts probably looked like most other seanounts at one time.

However, the tops of these seanounts were, worn away with the *

passage of Lime.

Mauna Loa is a volcano on Hawaii that

rises 4,170 metpis(about 13,680 feet)
above sea level. The part of this vol-
cano below sea level extends downward
another 4,877 meters (about 16,000
feet). Since Mount Everest is 8,848
meters (29,028 feet) tall,abOut how
much taller is Mauna Loa than Mount
Everest71

iliagnoli, M., Douglass, L., & Ellis, D. Exploring Earth and
. Space. River Forest, Ill.: taidlow bros. (1978), pp. 415-418.
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' The series of un r mountains fyrea a long ridge, or
rangecof nountaide. In rnr, iV.6.14:1.sts ):lCy that there is a long
ridge of mountains near the center of each bf the main oceans.
The ridge in the Atlantic. Ocean, called the Mitr-Atlantic Ridge,
is probably the best known.

°

If you were le, to Cross these *mountains on your journey
toward Eur yo wouldifrind that there itta long, deep valley to
the ve middle of he Mid-AtLantic Ridge. This kind of valley is'"
called a i1.4"442.1,eg. Scientist's havelfound that the rift valley

is an area of earthquake` ict, t . In fact, the rift valley seems .

to be an area of weakness in the.tar 'a irust. By stdnying the
rocks on each aide of the rift valley': scientistshave learned many
things, abciUt'the earth. They have found that the rift valley in 4 e
middle of the, Mid- asitie Ridge is growing larger. It is' growing
about 2.5 centimet1W(one inch) per, year. That, amount may not

seeskke very much, but over thousands of years* adds up to a
great.

Through it the Atlent cean, in general; the ocean floor
follows the kind of pattern described. However, in some places in
the AtlantiC Ocean there are deep valleys called trenches. Trenche's
are very deep, V-shaped cutsin the ocean floor. Thty are very long
and nfrow and have very fiteep sides .1

Iliagnoli, .Douglass, L., & Ellis' D. Explor ing Earth and
Space. River Forest, Laidlow Bros. (1978), pp, 418-420.1
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C. Mountains and valleya..1(subhead 3)
1. ridge

36 location: center of cean

b) description:
2. rift valley

37 - a) location:
description:

3. trenches
38 a) lotation: scattered throughout the sea

b) desdription: 4

5. How think about the guestionsand indicate how you feel 4
aboutlaour ability to answer them correctly:

Quest ion k. (g) (circle one)
° 'eunsUre° sure

.0
Question 2: sure/

4

Question 3.
a

-
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linaure

0
unsure ,
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Notations 1 6 $In this example, the readers are directed to check their understanding
' ' . by using the external organization of the text, Responding to the

gloss-activities should help the reader answer the purpose questions.,
Rather than writing answers to the questions, the readers are asked
to indicate their saccesa-in underApandihg.
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